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1. Executive Summary

1.1

Background to the research

In June 2008, Ofcom introduced a new voluntary and self-regulatory Code of Practice for
providers of residential fixed line broadband, which has had two subsequent updates. In 2010,
the Code was updated with new measures which came into force in July 2011. Version 3.0 came
into effect 1 st October 2015 with all signatories needing to fully implement this version of the
Code by end of transitional period 31 st January 2016.
Ofcom introduced the Code to encourage ISPs to provide consumers with accurate informa tion
during the sales process to help them choose the broadband package that is the most
appropriate for their individual needs. This report summarises research undertaken amongst
Code signatories to review compliance to the Code.
1.2

Research method and sample

In 2016 BDRC Continental was commissioned to undertake a mystery shopping exercise
amongst Code signatories via sales channels available to residential consumers. Similar
research was undertaken by Ofcom in 2013 and 2011/12. Assessments were undertaken
between 26th September to 8 th December 2016 with fully trained and briefed mystery shoppers.
In total 2,295 assessments were undertaken in 2016.
This latest wave of research includes assessments via telephone as per previous waves of
research, but additionally via store and webchats where these channels were available. Where
there is a point of comparison for the previous waves, this is included to indicate how compliance
is moving over time. It is important to note however that only ISPs who are current Cod e
signatories are included in the research, and that this has changed wave-on-wave. More detail
on the composition of the research sample and how this has changed over time can be found in
Section 6.
An additional element of the research programme was a detailed website audit for each ISP
included in the mystery shopping exercise. More detail on the method for this is found in 4.3.
1.3

Objectives

The focus of the assessments undertaken was to check ISPs’ compliance with key elements of
the Code of Practice, regardless of whether the sale was via telephone, store or online. These
include:
•

to provide customers with information on speeds in the form of a range equivalent to the
line speeds achieved by the 20th to 80th percentiles of the ISP’s similar customers (i.e.
customers with similar line characteristics);
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•

to explain why the maximum speed possible may not always be achieved in reality;

•

to provide the above information as early as is practicable in the sales process, and at
least before a contract is entered into.

1.4

Key findings

The key findings from the 2016 research are summarised below and are expanded in more detail
in sections 4 and 5 of this document.

Speed estimates (telephone assessments)
•

Almost all (99%) telephone assessments resulted in an estimated broadband speed,
either in the form of a range, a point estimate, a minimum guaranteed speed or a
throughput speed; this includes the telephone assessments where the mystery shopper
asked for this information, and where the provider gave this information without
prompting. In total, 92% assessments recorded that a speed estimate was given in the
form of a range, with 97% recorded for range or midpoint. This high score indicates that,
even where the speed information is not given without prompting, advisers have the
information available and know how to use it.

•

Compared to the proportion of code signatories 1 in 2013 there was an increase of 12
percentage points in speed information being given on speed the form of a range
(prompted and unprompted), and 24 points higher than 2011/12. For individual ISPs
measured, the range was provided from 82% to 97% of shoppers.

•

The Code requires speed estimates to be given to customers without the customer having
to ask for this information (i.e. unprompted). Over three in five (63%) of telephone
assessments resulted in an estimated broadband speed in the form of a range being
given without being asked by a shopper, increasing to 70% unprompted for range or
midpoint. This is a positive shift from 2013 where 56% of shoppers were given information
unprompted. This increase was at an overall level and there are variations across
comparable ISPs, with one increasing and another performing less well than 2013.

•

The minimum guaranteed speed is not required to be given at point of sale unless
prompted for. Despite this, a minimum guaranteed speed was offered without prompting
in just over half (51%) of telephone assessments.

1 Please note that the comparison is for Code signatories wave on wave and not the same group of ISPs wave on

wave
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Impacts on speed (telephone assessments)
The Code requires signatories to explain that the actual speed may be lower, and factors that
may impact their speed; this is without the customer having to ask for this information.
•

The proportion of assessments where shoppers were told that the actual speed th at they
would receive may be lower than estimated was less than half of mystery shops, at 40%.
However, this more than doubled between 2013 and 2016 from 17% to 40%. Three of the
four the comparable ISPs showed a significant uplift ranging from +113% to +1 90%.

•

The same positive momentum was not present for provision of information about what
can impact on the speed of broadband, which, at two in five (42%) has remained at a
similar level since the last wave of research in 2013.

Information on action to take if speed is lower than expected (telephone assessments)
The Code also requires signatories to tell customers to contact them if the speed received is
significantly below the estimate given; this is without the customer having to ask for this
information.
•

In total, after prompting in some instances, almost nine in ten (89%) were told that if the
speed they received was lower than expected that they should contact their ISP. One in
five (22%) were told without prompting, which is what the Code requires.

•

If consumers ask about slow speed problems, signatories should give them an
explanation of the process followed if the consumers’ speed is lower than the minimum
guaranteed. Around two in three assessments (68%) recorded being given information
that ultimately, in the event of issues with their speed being lower than expected, they
would be able to leave the contract. Of those who were told they could take some follow
up action, a third (33%) were given an indication as to the level of difference in speed
that could precipitate these actions.

Follow-up information (telephone assessments)
•

The Code requires signatories to be told that they will receive follow up information. One
in five (18%) were told they would receive follow-up information and of these, 78% were
given an indication of how this would be conveyed to them. There was variation in
performance in regard to being told about follow up, with some ISPs around or below
10%, and others at around 50%.
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Speed estimates (store assessments)
•

This only applied to Sky, Vodafone and EE as the only providers with stores with an
obligation to provide speed estimates.

•

As with shops conducted via telephone, in almost all (98%) store assessments a speed
estimate was provided. Close to nine in ten (89%) were given an estimate in the form of
a range, which varied from 76% to 98%. For range or midpoint estimate the figure was
92%.

•

Without prompting, which is what the Code requires, provision of the range was not as
high, standing at 61% and 67% for range or midpoint.

Impacts on speed (store assessments)
•

Two in five (42%) were told that their actual speed may be lower than estimated, similar
to the proportion for telephone. This information was not specifically prompted for.

•

Almost half (47%) were given some information about what could affect the speed of their
broadband connection, which was not prompted for.

Web audits
•

A working broadband speed checker was located on all the ISPs included in the mystery
shopping exercise. This was either on the home page, broadband home page or a matter
of one or two clicks away.

•

It was possible to locate most key information on an ISP website, with a speed estimate
in the form of a range being provided in all instances where this was appropriate. This
was generally accompanied with information that suggested or explicitly stated that this
was an estimate.

•

Other information, such as that relating to fair usage policies was often available but was
sometimes necessary to search for.
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2. Background

2.1

Reason for the Code of Practice

In 2008 Ofcom introduced a Voluntary Code of Practice on Residential Broadband Speeds (the
‘Code’). There have been subsequent revisions in July 2010 and October 2015, and a revision
is currently planned for Summer 2017. The Code aims to further the interests of consumers by
helping them to understand broadband speeds as this can be a particularly complex area.
Some ISPs advertise their products based on headline or ‘up to’ speeds. However, these speeds
are not always achievable by consumers in practice. This can be due to a number of factors,
including the proximity of the customer’s line to the local exchange, the capacity of ISPs’
networks, the number of subscribers sharing the network, the number of people accessing a
particular website, and the individual ISP’s traffic shaping and management policy.
This disparity between actual speeds and the headline speeds advertised can lead some
consumers feeling confused and dissatisfied. The Code aims to enable ISPs to deliver clear
information to consumers about the speed of broadband they are purchasing.
2.2

What is the Code of Practice?

The Code has eight principles which are summarised below.
1. Training
ISPs agree to provide full training on how to implement the Code to people selling their
broadband services. This includes not just their own people, but any agents or others such as
shop staff.
2. Information where broadband is sold
Some ISPs use technology that means customers may not be able to get the maximum
advertised speed. If so, these ISPs should:
•

give information on speeds in the form of a range equivalent to the line speeds achieved
by the 20th to 80th percentiles of the ISP’s similar customers (i.e. customers with similar
line characteristics);

•

explain that the range is only an estimate and that if their speed is significantly below,
customers should contact the ISP; if asked to explain further, the ISP should provide
information on the minimum guaranteed speed and explain the process to be followed if
the speed received is below the minimum guaranteed speed.

•

provide a ‘line checker’ on their website that estimates the maximum speed a customer
can expect, and make sure this figure is clearly shown;
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•

not accept an order until a customer has been told their estimated speed; and

•

give customers speed information in a durable format

Every ISP must:
•

explain clearly and simply how other technical factors may slow down the speed that
users get; and

•

take reasonable steps to accommodate the needs of vulnerable customers or customers
that otherwise appear uninformed about the ISP’s product.

3. Up-to-date, accurate information
ISPs must do what they can to ensure that what they display on their line c heckers is up-to-date
and accurate.
4. Dealing with speed problems
When ISPs use technology that means that customers may not get the maximum advertised
speed, they should:
•

have trustworthy systems to find the cause of speed problems when customers report
them, and log any faults;

•

give help and advice if customers can do something themselves to improve the situation;
and

•

allow consumers the option to leave their contracts early without penalty (within three
months of signing up to the service) if they receive a maximum line speed that is
significantly below the estimate they are given at point of sale and the ISP is unable to
resolve the problem.

Every ISP must:
•

have trustworthy systems to find the cause of a speed problem; and

•

take steps to fix any issue that is down to them.

5. Giving information on websites
Many ISPs have a ‘fair use’ policy which may mean consumers can only use the service within
certain limits. Others may also take steps to manage the highs and lows of ‘traffic’ on their
networks. If they do, the Code says that they should explain their rules clearly on their website,
in an obvious place (such as in ‘Frequently Asked Questions’). They should, where p ossible,
help customers to measure usage, and email details of any penalties for going over the limit.
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6. Implementing the Code on Time
ISPs should adopt the principles in the Code, in full, within the specified date.
7. Complying with the Code
The Code also sets out Ofcom’s intention to monitor compliance with the Code, for instance, by
carrying out mystery shopping.
8. Customers and the Code
ISPs are also required to inform customers that they have signed-up to the Code, and publish
the details on their website.
This research is carried out as part of the 7th Principle of the Code of Practice.

2.3

How the research reflects Code requirements

The table below outlines how each of the different areas of the Code have been evaluated during
the research.
How is this
Information

required to be
given?

How was this

Which measures show

tested?

compliance?
Unprompted results measure
compliance
Prompted results show

Speed estimate –
range

Prompted and

whether that information is

unprompted

available to advisers and are
an additional measure of

Specific types of
Speed estimate –

Unprompted

compliance

speed estimate

midpoint (Only to be

were not requested

given if range is not

– results record

available)

what shoppers

Speed estimate –

were given

throughput (if available;

N/A

N/A

in practice, this is not
usually available)
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How is this
Information

required to be
given?

How was this

Which measures show

tested?

compliance?

Required if
Minimum guaranteed
speed

customers ask

Unprompted (no

for information

reference to speed

about low speed

problems)

N/A

problems
Actual speed may be
lower than estimated
Factors affecting
broadband speed
Contact the ISP with
low speed problems
If speed is lower than
minimum guaranteed,
customers can exit
their contract

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

customers ask
for information
about low speed

Code of Practice

Unprompted results measure

unprompted

compliance

Prompted and
unprompted

Prompted

Prompted and
unprompted

Not required

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

Unprompted

sale
Told how this
information would be

compliance

Prompted and

Told that information
will be provided after

Unprompted results measure

Only results combining
prompted and unprompted
scores measure compliance

problems

estimate means
Mention Voluntary

compliance

Required if

What a speed
‘significantly below’ the

Unprompted results measure

made available
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Only results combining
prompted and unprompted
scores measure compliance
N/A

Unprompted results measure
compliance

Unprompted results measure
compliance

3. Summary of research method
3.1

Overview

Research was required in order to evaluate the compliance of ISP signatories to the Code. A
programme of mystery shopping assessments was designed to deliver robust analysis via typical
sales and engagement channels for residential consumers when signing up for a broadband
supplier.
A total of 2,295 mystery shopping assessments were conducted. ISPs included in the research
were those signatories of the residential Code of Practice at the time the research was carried
out. Assessments were undertaken by independent assessors in all regions of the UK and
representing both urban and rural locations. Assessments were conducted by telephone, store
and webchat, mirroring the main sales channels for ISPs included in the research. More detail
on the number of assessments per ISP, channel and how the assessments were conducted is
provided in Section 6.
An additional element of the research programme was a detailed website audit for each ISP
included in the mystery shopping exercise. More detail on the method for this is found in 4.3.
The method and questionnaire used was kept as consistent as possible with previous research
conducted in order to allow for comparison 2. For more detail on the comparability of the research
please see Section 6.
3.2

Data collection

Data was collected via a quantitative mystery shopping exercise with 2,295 assessments in total:
1,404 via telephone, 394 via store and 497 via webchat. Assessments took place between 26th
September and 8th December 2016.

2

Previous research reports looking at ISPs’ compliance with Ofcom’s Code of Practice can be found at:

2012
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/78212/mystery-shopping-overview.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/62513/gfk_report.pdf

2013
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/68868/research.pdf
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/63102/gfk.pdf
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The sample was designed in order to achieve an appropriate number of assessments per ISP,
the exact number of which was determined by their size. There was a spread across the UK in
terms of region and also rural and urban locations. Full details of the sample can be found in
Section 6.
For each channel assessed (telephone/ store/ webchat) the same procedure was followed. This
involved an initial check on the ISP website followed by a more detailed engagement with the
ISP via that channel with the starting point of enquiry about switching to that ISP.
Assessments were conducted by those who were not already a customer of that ISP – so they
presented themselves as a potential new customer who was interested in switching their
broadband: ‘I’d like to switch my broadband and was wondering what deals you have on at the
moment’. The conversation that followed was continued until the point where the next step in the
enquiry would be the assessor being required to sign up for the service. Some ISPs may provide
some of the assessed information after this point in the conversation, and the results would
therefore not reflect this.
Mystery shoppers were instructed to prompt for key pieces of information at the point where the
next step was perceived to be signing up for the service if these pieces of information had not
already been volunteered by the sales advisor.
Information was recorded about any speed estimates provided and whether they were in the
form of a range, a midpoint, minimum or throughput. Any supporting information about how those
estimates might translate into a speed received at home and what might affect that estimate was
recorded, as well as any detailed guidance about what they could do as a consumer if the speed
they received was lower than they expected. Other details related to codes of practice and
explanations about any follow up information offered by the ISP was also captured. Open
questions recorded, where appropriate, any explanatory comments around information being
provided, and these are used in the report to provide context to findings. Full details of the
method, including a glossary which provides definitions of all key terminology used in this report,
can be found in Section 6. It may be useful to read this in advance of the main findings, as it
explains some important terms, and how to interpret the results and charts.
Appropriate contact details for the ISPs were provided to assessors. Assessment experiences
were recorded using a standard questionnaire which was accompanied with detailed briefing
notes and instructions. All materials can be found in Appendix A-C.
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3.3

Analysis

Weighting was applied to the mystery shopping data set. With one exception (Vodafone) the
weighting only corrected imbalances in the number of assessments back to the original target.
This ensured that all providers by size had exactly comparable numbers of assessments.
Significance testing has been applied to data wave-on-wave (where available). Testing was also
applied to each ISP’s results in this report compared to the results for the total across all ISPs
combined. For more details see Section 6.
It should be noted that the ‘All’ data point is a total for all the ISPs and is a not a representative
total, i.e. it is not fully weighted to be representative of the UK market overall. In addition to the
‘all’ figure, ISPs have been grouped into ‘large’, ‘medium’ and ‘small’ based on their sales.
Whilst data is compared to previous waves of research it is important to note that the composition
of ISPs is not the same for each wave. This is because the research has been focussed on Code
signatories and these have changed over time. Therefore, whilst the research is comparable on
the basis of being ‘Code signatories’, interpretation of changes in wave-on-wave in findings
should be carefully considered in terms of the ISPs being measured.
Information in this report is primarily focussed on data from the telephone assessments, with
some detail for store and a summary for webchat.
A more detailed discussion of analysis and reporting can be found in Section 6.

3.4

Website audit

The website element of the main assessment involved a visit to the speed checker facility for the
ISP prior to engaging with an advisor. A more detailed evaluation of each ISP Code signatory
website also took place by a BDRC Continental project executive. This ‘audit’ searched for and
recorded the presence of information about broadband speeds present on the ISPs website. This
included:
•

Presence and location of speed checking facilities

•

Availability of supporting information about the speed quoted

•

Availability of information regarding fair usage and/ or traffic management
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4. Provision of mandatory information

4.1

Telephone assessments

4.1.1 Provision of speed estimates
The 2nd principle of the Code relates to provision of information to customers who due to the
technology used by the ISP may not receive the maximum advertised speed. As specified in
paragraph 28c3, the Code requires that ISPs provide all consumers with information on their
estimated maximum speed as early as possible within the sales process. The Code specifies
that this information should be provided in the form of a range, unless the size of the calculated
range is 2Mbit/s or less in which case a single point estimate is acceptable.

This section of the report identifies:
•

The proportion of telephone assessments where a speed estimate was provided (either
range/ midpoint/ minimum/ throughput)

•

Whether an estimated speed in the form of a range was provided to the assessor without
any prompting

•

Whether an estimated speed in the form of a range was provided to the assessor without
any prompting or when the assessor specifically asked for an estimated speed

3

Ensure that the access line speed information provided within the sales process is provided in the form of a range
which is equivalent to the access line speeds achieved by the 20th to 80th percentiles of the ISP’s similar customers (i.e.
customers with similar line characteristics and who are on broadband packages of the same headline speed as the
customer is enquiring about).The ISP should also explain to the consumer that the range of access line speeds provided
is only an estimate and that if the consumer receives an access line speed which is significantly below this range then
the customer should contact the ISP. If asked to explain further or asked to state the definition of “significantly below”, the
ISP should provide information on the access line speed achieved by the bottom 10th percentile (or above) of the ISP’s
similar customers (“the minimum guaranteed access line speed”) and explain that if the customer’s actual access line
speed is below the minimum guaranteed access line speed, then it will follow the process set out in the 4th Principle.
ISPs may supplement the range provided with an additional single-point estimate within the range which is no higher
than the median access line speed achieved by the ISP’s similar customers.
ISPs may adopt an alternative approach to calculating the range to that set out above if the ISP is able to demonstrate
that this approach provides a more accurate estimate of customers’ access line speeds. Any alternative approach used
by the ISP must provide a narrower range than using the approach set out above, result in at least 60% of customers
achieving an access line speed within the range provided and must be set such that, in cases where customers’ actual
access line speeds fall outside the range provided, fewer customers’ actual access line speeds lie below the bottom of
range provided than lie above the top of the range. In using an alternative approach, ISPs may supplement the range
provided with an additional single-point estimate provided that this estimate is the arithmetic mean of the top and bottom
of the range.
Regardless of which of the above two approaches is used to calculate the range, the ISP may, where the size of the
calculated range is 2Mbit/s or less, provide the customer with a single -point estimate.
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Provision of speed estimates over the telephone
Almost all (99%) of the assessments conducted amongst relevant ISPs4 reported being provided
at least one broadband speed estimate (prompted and unprompted) of either: range, midpoint,
minimum or throughput.
There was no single unifying reason for the minority who were not provided with at least one
type of broadband speed estimate. Explanations included the ISP being unable to find the
address of the assessor, to being advised to contact via another channel for information, as
shown in Figure 1 below.

Almost
Figure
1 all the assessments resulted in a speed estimate being provided.

Where they
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did not, there were a variety of reasons provided

Reasons for not receiving a speed estimate during the assessment

Proportion of telephone
assessments given at least
one speed estimate of:
Range/ Midpoint/
Minimum/ Throughput

99%

Examples of reasons for not receiving any
type of estimate:
When inputting my address and postcode,
my house number did not appear in the list
of addresses on their system, the staff
member stated this would be because my
services could be with another provider
like Virgin Media who use their own
infrastructure.
BT Standard, Telephone

The staff member was trying so hard to sell
this package, he did not let me ask
questions
TalkTalk Fibre, Telephone

Although I prompted the
staff member for
information he emphasized
the landline packages
TalkTalk, Telephone

I was told the website was
pretty accurate and only
usage would effect the
speed
Sky Std, Telephone

Q.3.7: Were you able to get any of the broadband speed estimates during the assessment? If no, please explain fully why
Q.3.7:
Were you able to get any of the broadband speed estimates during the assessment? If no, please
All excluding Virgin Media: 1,255

explain fully why

Base: All telephone excluding Virgin Media: 1255

4

Virgin Media is excluded from this measure because it does not apply to cable services
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Most of the speed estimates (prompted and unprompted) were given as a range, with nine in ten
(92%) of assessment resulting in the provision of a speed estimate in the form of a range. This
represents an increase from 80% in 2013 and 68% in 2011/2 1, as shown in Figure 2. This
increases to 97% when looking at provision of a range or midpoint speed estimate.
There was a significant increase year-on-year for TalkTalk (standard broadband), with 95% given
a range in 2016 compared to 79% in 2013. This placed Sky (standard) above the total for 2016
at 97%. BT (standard) and KCOM were below the total at 86% and 82% respectively.

In just2 over 9 in 10 telephone assessments the range was provided and this is up from
Figure
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL
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8 in 10 in 2013

Percentage of assessments where a speed estimate (range) was given to mystery
shoppers on the telephone AT ALL (prompted or unprompted)
BASE: ALL SHOPPERS
All
Large
Medium
Small
BT Fibre
BT Standard
EE Fibre
EE Standard

92
93
92
88
95
86
88
95

KCOM

82

Sky Fibre

93

Sky Standard

97

Talk Talk Fibre

88

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

95
NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

Vodafone

87

Zen

97

2013

2011/12

80

68

83

70

79

71

62

53

-

-

89

68

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

90

86

-

-

79

58

-

-

-

-

-

-

Q3.8. Were you given a range of speeds?

Q3.8. Were you given a range of speeds?

Base: ALL: 1255, LARGE (NO VM): 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STANDARD: 154, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY
FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALKTALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152, VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*

Base: ALL: 1255, LARGE (NO VM): 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 154, EE FIBRE:
74*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*
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Provision of estimate in the form of a range without prompting
The Code requires a speed estimate to be given without prompting. Just over three in five
telephone assessments (63%) recorded the provision of a speed estimate in the form of a
range with no additional prompting from the assessor. This compared to 56% of assessments in
20131 and 47% in 2011/2, and represents a significant increase wave-on-wave. Results are
illustrated in Figure 3. For range or midpoint estimate unprompted, the figure was 70%.
BT (standard broadband) enquiries were less likely to result in the provision of a range compared
to 2013 (76% vs. 53% in 2016) and Sky (standard broadband) enquiries were more likely to
result in the provision of a range (75% vs. 85%). Compared to the overall total, there were
differences amongst the ISPs, with Sky (standard) the most likely to provide the range without
prompting (85%) and TalkTalk (standard) the least likely (43%). EE (standard) and Sky (fibre 5)
were higher than the total (76%, 75%), and results for both BT fibre and standard connections
were lower (53%).
NB: Triangles indicate significant differences to previous waves of research. Arrows indicate a
significant difference to ‘all’ for an individual ISP. The direction indicates increases or decreases.

A range
Figure
3 was provided without any prompting in just over 6 in 10 telephone
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assessments. This is 7 points higher than 2013
Percentage of assessments where a speed estimate (range) was given to mystery
shoppers on the telephone (unprompted)
BASE: ALL SHOPPERS
All
Large
Medium
Small
BT Fibre
BT Standard
EE Fibre
EE Standard

63
59
69
65
53
53
66
76

KCOM

57

Sky Fibre

75

Sky Standard

85

Talk Talk Fibre

56

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

43
NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

Vodafone

66

Zen

71

2013

2011/12

56

47

60

47

53

51

42

38

-

-

76

34

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

75

71

-

-

44

34

-

-

-

-

-

-

Q3.8. Were you given a range of speeds?

Q3.8. Were you given a range of speeds?

Base: ALL: 1255, LARGE (NO VM): 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STANDARD: 154, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY
FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALKTALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152, VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*

Base: ALL: 1255, LARGE (NO VM): 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 154, EE FIBRE:
74*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*

5

All references to ‘fibre’ in the report relate to ‘fibre to the cabinet’ (FTTC) services, not ‘fibre to the premises’ (FTTP).
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4.1.2 Provision of information related to impacts on estimated speed
The 2nd principle within the Code of Practice (relating to paragraph 29b 6) states that the ISP
should explain to consumers that the range of access line speeds provided is only an estimate.
ISPs must explain that the actual throughput speed that a consumer receiv es is likely to be
lower than the headline (advertised) speed and, for ADSL services, the estimated access line
speed and explain that this can be influenced by a number of factors. This is an unprompted
requirement, i.e. signatories must give this information without being asked by the customer.
In order to assess compliance with this, information indicating that the speed provided may be
lower than estimated and what might impact on speeds received, provided alongside speed
estimates, was captured during the mystery shopping exercise.
Provision of information that speed may be lower than estimated
All those who were provided an estimated speed in the form of either a range or a midpoint
recorded whether they were told by the advisor that the actual speed they would receive
may be lower than estimated. The Code requires this information to be given without
prompting. In total, two in five (40%) telephone assessments resulted in this information being
provided by an advisor (shoppers were not instructed to prompt for this).
As shown in Figure 4 (overleaf), this represents a strong increase since the previous wave of
research in 2013 1 when the comparable figure was 17%. This increase was visible for TalkTalk,
BT and Sky (standard broadband) with shifts of +19 points, +21 points and +45 points
respectively.
In 2016 Sky (standard) was the most likely to give this information at 84% and BT (fibre) the
least likely at 18%. Sky (fibre) was also above the total (75%) whereas TalkTalk (standard) despite the increase from 2013 - significantly below the total (with 29%), along with Vodafone
(26%) and Zen (25%).

6

Para 29b of the Code of Practice: explain to the consumer in a clear and meaningful way (i) that the actual throughput
speed experienced by a consumer will be influenced by a number of factors and may be lower than the estimated access
line speed (where relevant). ISPs must specifically explain, where a traffic management policy applies, what this means
for the consumer and how their speeds may be affected, and where a fair usage policy applies, what this means for the
consumer, how their use of the service may be affected and setting out any specific usage limits.
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Classification: CONFIDENTIAL
Figure
4
The
proportion
where information was provided that actual speed may be lower has

45

more than doubled
Percentage of telephone assessors who were told the actual speed may be lower than
estimated
BASE: ALL GIVEN A RANGE OR MIDPOINT ESTIMATE
All

40

Large

41

Medium

49

Small
BT Fibre

29
18

BT Standard

32

EE Fibre

33

EE Standard

36

KCOM

31

Sky Fibre

75

Sky Standard

84

Talk Talk Fibre

35

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

29
NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

Vodafone

26

Zen

25

2013

2011/12

17

19

20

21

10

15

20

22

13

10

11

12

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

39

48

-

-

10

11

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.19 Were you told that your actual speed may be lower than the estimated speed given and may be influenced by a number of factors?

3.19
you
told
your
actual
speed
be141,
lower
than the
tedEEspeed
and
Base: Were
ALL: 1208,
LARGE
(NOthat
VM): 577
, MEDIUM:
292, SMALL:
339,may
BT FIBRE:
BT STANDARD:
144, estima
EE FIBRE: 73*,
STD: 105,given
KCOM: 54*,
SKY may be influenced by
FIBRE:
101,
SKY
STD:
146,
TALKTALK
FIBRE:
86*,
TALK
TALK
STD:
146,
VODAFONE:
137,
ZEN:
75*
a number of factors?
Base: ALL GIVEN A RANGE OR MIDPOINT ESTIMATE NOT VM: 1208, LARGE (NO VM): 577 , MEDIUM: 292,
SMALL: 339, BT FIBRE: 141, BT STANDARD: 144, EE FIBRE: 73*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 54*, SKY FIBRE: 101,
SKY STD: 146, TALK TALK FIBRE: 86*, TALK TALK STD: 146, VODAFONE: 137, ZEN: 75*

Provision of information about what could affect the speed
Two in five mystery shoppers (42%) were given information about what could affect the speed
of their broadband without prompting (which is what is required by the Code). This was a
very similar proportion to 2013 1, although both Sky (standard) and Virgin Media results were
stronger than in 2013 (66% to 83% and 23% to 44% respectively).
Sky assessments stand out on this measure with twice the proportion compared to the total being
provided this information (82% Sky (fibre), 83% Sky (standard) vs. 42% all assessments). This
compares to other ISPs which were below the total: BT (fibre) at 21%, TalkTalk (standard) at
31%, Vodafone (30%) and Zen (24%). Results are shown in Figure 5, found overleaf.
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Figure
As
in52013, 2 in 5 assessments reported that they were provided information about

48

what can affect the speed of broadband
Percentage of telephone assessors who were told any information about what can affect
the speed of their broadband
BASE: ALL SHOPPERS

2013 2011/12

All

42

Large

42

Medium

52

Small
BT Fibre

30
21

40

34

45

39

31

26

39

38

21

11

BT Standard

34

25

27

EE Fibre

34

-

-

-

-

-

-

EE Standard

39

KCOM

34

Sky Fibre

82

Sky Standard

83

Talk Talk Fibre

34

Talk Talk Standard

31

Virgin Media

44

Vodafone
Zen

30
24

-

-

66

59

-

-

53

37

23

30

-

-

-

-

3.22 Did they provide any information about what can affect the speed of your broadband connection?
Base: Did they provide any information about what can affect the speed of your broadband connection?
3.22
TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 208, EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94*, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150, VM: 149, ZEN: 75*

Base: TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 208, EE FIBRE: 74*,
EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, VIRGIN MEDIA: 149, ZEN: 75*

Examples of the types of information provided to shoppers about what could affect their
broadband speed are below:

“The staff member said that I won't get good speed in my area because of the
distance from the telephone exchange. They also added that interference
from electronic devices at home may affect the connection.” (BT Standard,
Telephone)
“I was told that actual speed depends on the product option I choose,
processing power of my computer, how many people are using broadband
connection at the same time, whether I use wireless or cable connection,
speed of websites visited and performance of the network.” (BT Fibre,
Webchat)
“The staff member said that the distance from the telephone exchange, how
busy the network is and the traffic management policy could affect the
connection speed.” (EE Standard, Telephone)
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4.1.3 Provision of information relating to actions consumers may take if speed they
receive is lower than they expected
Under the 2 nd principle of the Code, ISPs must tell customers to contact them if their speed is
significantly below the estimate given. This is an unprompted requirement. If customers ask,
ISPs should also explain the minimum guaranteed speed and the process the ISP will follow.
That process is set out in the 4th principle of the Code (covered in paragraph 28c 3). This sets out
that - when ISPs use technology that means a consumer may not get the maximum advertised
speed - they should provide help and advice to help improve the situation, and that they should
allow customers to leave the contract without penalty if the line speed is below the point of sale
minimum guaranteed speed and they are unable to resolve the problem.
Shoppers were asked to record any information that they were provided relating to the above
points. In half of assessments the shoppers were instructed to prompt the advisor if the
conversation had reached the point where the next step was to sign up to the service and
information about what to do if the speed was lower than expected had not been provided. They
also prompted if they were not provided information about what level of difference would
precipitate action being taken.
Advice to contact the ISP
As shown in Figure 6 (found overleaf) in one in five (22%) of telephone assessments, shoppers
were told, without any prompting, that if after purchase that their speed was lower than the
speed they were told they should receive, that they should contact the ISP. Both Sky
standard and fibre assessments were significantly higher than the total at 53% and 59%
respectively, and were around 5 times the level recorded for BT, EE, Vodafone and Zen. BT
(standard) assessments were the least likely to record this information at an unprompted level
(6%).
Of those that did have the option to prompt, almost nine in ten (89%) did receive the information
about that they needed to contact their ISP if there was an issue (either spontaneously offered
from the advisor or after prompting).
There were fewer differences between the ISPs than for unprompted provision of this
information, with only BT (fibre) at 76%, lying significantly lower than the total. Some ISPs were
either at 100% (Zen) or close to that (EE standard – 97%, Vodafone- 96%, Sky standard – 96%),
despite being less likely to offer the information on an unprompted basis.
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54

Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Figure 6

Percentage told that if, after purchase your speed was significantly lower than the speed
you were told you should contact the ISP

Unprompted

Total mentions

BASE: ALL

BASE: ALL TOLD TO PROMPT

All

22

All

89

Large

22

Large

87

27

Medium

16

Small

BT Standard
EE Fibre
EE Standard

92

EE Fibre

9

97

EE Standard

27
59
53

Sky Standard

Virgin Media

89

BT Standard

12

Sky Fibre

Talk Talk Standard

76

BT Fibre

6

KCOM

Talk Talk Fibre

92

Small

12

BT Fibre

91

Medium

14
18
NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

KCOM

84

Sky Fibre

86
96

Sky Standard

90

Talk Talk Fibre

89

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

Vodafone

13

Vodafone

96

Zen

11

Zen

100

4.2 Were told that if, after purchase your speed was significantly lower than the speed you were told you should contact the ISP?

Base:
TELEPHONE: 1255, LARGE: 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 154 EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94*, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150,
ZEN: 75*
TEL TOLD TO PROMPT: 513, LARGE: 269, MEDIUM: 115, SMALL: 129, BT F: 68*, BT STD.: 62*, EE F: 25**, EE STD.: 39**, KCOM: 25**, SKY F: 37**, SKY STD.: 68*, TT F: 39**, TT STD.: 71*,,
VODAFONE: 53*, ZEN: 26**

4.2 Were you told that if, after purchase your speed was significantly lower than the speed you were told, you should
contact the ISP?
TELEPHONE: 1255, LARGE: 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 154 EE FIBRE: 74*, EE
STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*
TEL TOLD TO PROMPT: 513, LARGE: 269, MEDIUM: 115, SMALL: 129, BT F IBRE: 68*, BT STD: 62*, EE FIBRE:
25**, EE STD: 39**, KCOM: 25**, SKY FIBRE: 37**, SKY STD: 68*, TALK TALK FIBRE: 39**, TALK TALK STD: 71*,
VODAFONE: 53*, ZEN: 26**

Advice they could leave the ISP
Around one in five (19%) were told without prompting that if the speed they received was
significantly lower, ultimately they could leave the contract if the ISP cannot resolve the
issue and the speed remains below the minimum. This information is required to be given
under the Code only when customers enquire about what a ‘lower speed than estimated’ means
or ask for further information about their speed estimate. The unprompted results in Figure 7
therefore simply indicate additional information provided, rather than test compliance with the
Code.
Sky (standard and fibre) was higher than the total with just under one in three (30%, 31%
respectively). TalkTalk was also above the total with fibre at 27% and standard at 26%. BT
(standard and fibre) was less likely to tell shoppers they could potentially leave the contract (9%,
8%).
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In total, when including those who were provided with the information when they prompted, over
two thirds (68%) were told that ultimately, they could leave the contract if the speed they received
was lower than they speed they were told. Results are shown in Figure 7.
For most providers, provision of this information was less than the proportion who were told they
should contact their ISP, and there was also more variation by ISP. BT (fibre) assessments were
the least likely to receive this information at 51% and this was less than the total. In contrast, it
was recorded in 86% of TalkTalk (standard) assessments, above the total.
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Figure 7

Percentage told that if if the speed is lower that ultimately you can leave the contract
BASE: ALL SHOPPERS
Unprompted

Total mentions
BASE: ALL TOLD TO PROMPT

BASE: ALL
All

19

All

68

Large

18

Large

66

24

Medium

17

Small
BT Fibre

8

BT Standard

9

EE Fibre
EE Standard

BT Standard

16

72
69

Sky Fibre

30

Sky Standard

Talk Talk Fibre

Talk Talk Fibre

Talk Talk Standard

26

Talk Talk Standard

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

84

KCOM

31
27

Virgin Media

56

EE Standard

25

Sky Standard

51

EE Fibre

13

Sky Fibre

71

Small
BT Fibre

KCOM

71

Medium

Virgin Media

Vodafone

13

Vodafone

Zen

13

Zen

59
71
82
86
NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

66
58

4.3 Were you told that ultimately you can leave the contract?

Base:
TELEPHONE: 1255, LARGE: 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 154 EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94*, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150,
ZEN: 75*
TEL TOLD TO PROMPT: 513, LARGE: 329, MEDIUM: 115, SMALL: 129, BT F: 68*, BT STD.: 62*, EE F: 25**, EE STD.: 39**, KCOM: 25**, SKY F: 37**, SKY STD.: 68*, TT F: 39**, TT STD.: 71*,
VODAFONE: 53*, ZEN: 26**

4.3 Were you told that ultimately you can leave the contract?

TELEPHONE: 1255, LARGE: 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 154 EE FIBRE: 74*, EE
STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*
TEL TOLD TO PROMPT: 513, LARGE: 329, MEDIUM: 115, SMALL: 129, BT F IBRE: 68*, BT STD: 62*, EE FIBRE:
25**, EE STD: 39**, KCOM: 25**, SKY FIBRE: 37**, SKY STD: 68*, TALK TALK FIBRE: 39**, TALK TALK STD: 71*,
VODAFONE: 53*, ZEN: 26**

Being given a threshold at which action can be taken
Over one in ten (13%) of those who were told that they could either contact the ISP in the event
of there being an issue with the speed they received or that they could leave the contract were
told without any prompting to what kind of differential in speed could precipitate this course
of action. As with information relating to being able to leave the contract in the event of issues
with speed received, this information is required to be given under the Code only when customers
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enquire about what a ‘lower speed than estimated’ means or ask for further information about
their speed estimate. The unprompted results in Figure 8 therefore simply indicate additional
information provided, rather than test compliance with the Code.
The number of shops on which percentages are based is relatively low7 and so no differences
between the ISPs could be detected.
In total (when including those who were told when they prompted), a third (33%) were given an
indication of what was meant by ‘lower’ or ‘below’ with respect to the speed they were told
they could expect. For all ISPs, this was provided in a minority of assessments, however, it is
not possible to make any comparison by ISPs 7. All findings are shown in Figure 8.
56
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Figure 8

Percentage told they could contact ISP or leave contract who were told what they meant
by ‘lower’ or ‘below’ that might trigger this action
BASE: YES TO 4.2 OR 4.3 (COULD CONTACT ISP OR LEAVE CONTRACT IF SPEED LOWER)
Unprompted

Total

BASE: ALL YES TO 4.2 OR 4.3

BASE: ALL YES TO 4.2 OR 4.3 & TOLD TO PROMPT

All

13

Large

11

Medium

13

Small

EE Fibre
EE Standard

35

38
38

9

32

6

16

Talk Talk Fibre

15

Zen
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21

31

17

Sky Standard

Vodafone

26

6

Sky Fibre

Virgin Media

34

17

KCOM

Talk Talk Standard

27

12

BT Fibre
BT Standard

33

43
19
33

9

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE
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8

42

26
!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

4.4 Did the advisor tell you what they meant by “lower” or ”below” (the speed that you had been told you’d get)? i.e. did they explain what this means and / or did they give you any kind of threshold or percentage which would trigger any
action such as being able to exit the contract?
TELEPHONE: 682, LARGE: 344, MEDIUM: 173, SMALL: 165, BT F: 67*, BT STD: 68*, EE F: 32, EE STD.:48**, KCOM: 33**, SKY F: 77*, SKY STD: 114, TT F: 48**, TT STD: 95, VODAFONE: 66*, ZEN: 34**

4.4
Did the
advisor
tell109,
you
what
they
by
or ”below”
(the
speed
that
you
been
told
TELEPHONE:
485, LARGE:
250, MEDIUM:
SMALL:
126, BT F:
57*, BT meant
STD: 58*, EE F:
24**,“lower”
EE STD.:38**, KCOM:
25*, SKY F: 35**,
SKY STD:
65, TT F: 36**,
TT STD:
70*, had
VODAFONE:
51*, ZEN:
26** you’d get)? i.e.
did they explain what this means and / or did they give you any kind of threshold or percentag e which would trigger
any action such as being able to exit the contract?
TELEPHONE: 682, LARGE: 344, MEDIUM: 173, SMALL: 165, BT FIBRE: 67*, BT STD: 68*, EE FIBRE: 32**, EE
STD: 48**, KCOM: 33**, SKY FIBRE: 77*, SKY STD: 114, TALK TALK FIBRE: 48**, TALK TALK STD: 95,
VODAFONE: 66*, ZEN: 34**
TELEPHONE TOLD TO PROMPT: 485, LARGE: 250, MEDIUM: 109, SMALL: 126, BT FIBRE: 57*, BT STD: 58*,
EE FIBRE: 24**, EE STD: 38**, KCOM: 25**, SKY FIBRE: 35**, SKY STD: 65*, TALK TALK FIBRE: 36**, TALK
TALK STD: 70*, VODAFONE: 51*, ZEN: 26**

7

The number of interviews for some ISPs is lower than 50 and therefore results are very broadly indicative only. See
below the chart for more detail about the number of interviews for each ISP
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The types of explanation of what ‘lower’ or ‘below’ meant ranged from very specific speeds to
more general descriptions. Some of the more specific examples are shown here:

“I was advised that if the speed was lower than 1Mb for 3 days, then I needed
to contact BT” (BT Standard, Telephone)
“I was told that if it was significantly below 3.1Mbps” (KCOM Standard,
Telephone)
“Less than 80% of the minimum speed” (BT Standard, Telephone)
“The staff member told me that if I didn’t get the 12Mb minimum guaranteed
speed that I could call the EE technical department and they would do a
diagnostic test and put it right. The staff member was not sure how much
below 12Mb the speed would have to be to get this investigation done but she
did offer to find out” (EE Standard, Telephone)
“I asked the staff member what he meant by ‘significantly below’ and he
introduced the guaranteed 1.4Mbps. He stated that if it fell below that number
he would need to contact them” (Sky Standard, Telephone)

Other advisors provided a more general explanation about what ‘lower’ or ‘below’ might look like:

“The staff member said that the speeds would be tested for 10 days after
connection to determine what was a reasonable speed” (Sky Fibre,
Telephone)
“The staff member told me that this was lower than the bottom end of the
range of speeds” (Zen, Telephone)

4.1.4 Provision of follow up information
The 2nd principle of the Code states that ISPs should give customers information about their
estimated speed in writing. As explained in paragraph 29c 8, they should be told that this will be

8

ISPs should explain that information on estimated speeds, how speeds may be affected and what the consumer can do
if they experience problems will be set out in more detail in the introduction/starter pack which will be provided following
the sale. The ISP should specify whether this information will be made available by letter, email and/or posted in “My
Account”.
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received following the sale and the method by which it will be communicated to them. This is an
unprompted requirement.
In order to measure this, shoppers recorded what they were told in terms of the availability of
follow up information and the way that this would be delivered. However, this information was
not specifically prompted for (and it is an unprompted requirement).
In almost one in five (18%) telephone assessments, shoppers were told that further information
would be sent out. As shown in Figure 9, both Sky standard and fibre were significantly higher
than the total for this measure (47%, 52% respectively), and at around four to five times the level
compared to almost all the other providers (excepting TalkTalk).
BT (fibre) (10%), Virgin Media (5%), Vodafone (5%) and Zen (5%) were significantly less likely
than the total to provide this information.
In just over three quarters (78%) of the assessments where advisors conveyed that follow up
information would be provided, the method by which information would be sent out was indicated.
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Figure
9
Approaching
1 in 5 were told that further information will be sent out to them

83

Told that further information will be sent out
BASE: ALL TELEPHONE SHOPPERS
Told that further information
will be sent out
All

18

Large

17

Told how information will be sent out (of
those who were told they would receive it):
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9
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BT Standard
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EE Fibre

12

EE Standard

10

KCOM

12

78%

52

Sky Fibre

47

Sky Standard

20

Talk Talk Fibre

14

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

5

Vodafone

5
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5

Q.5.1 Were you told that further information will be sent out in more detail in the introduction/ starter pack which will be provided following the sale (i.e. info on estimated speeds, how speeds may be affected and what you can do if you
experience problems)
Base:
Q.5.1
Were
you748,
told
that
information
will
sent KCOM:
out 56*,
inSKY
more
detail
introduction/
starter
pack
which will
TELEPHONE:
1404, LARGE:
MEDIUM:
301, further
SMALL: 355, BT
F: 144, BT STD: 208, EE
F: 74*,be
EE STD.:105,
F: 102, SKY
STD: 149,in
TT the
F: 94*, TT
STD: 152, VODAFONE:150,
VM: 149, ZEN:
75*

be provided following the sale (i.e. info on estimated speeds, how speeds may be affected and what you can do if
you experience problems)
TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 208, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE
STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, VM: 149, ZEN: 75*
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4.2

Store assessments

4.2.1 Provision of speed estimates
As indicated in Section 4.1.1, the 2nd Principle of the Code relates to provision of information to
customers who - due to the technology used by the ISP - may not receive the maximum
advertised speed. The Code requires that consumers in these cases are given an estimated
access line speed.
Provision of any speed estimates in store
As shown in Figure 10, in almost all (98%) store assessments, shoppers were provided an
estimated speed (prompted and unprompted) in the form of a range, midpoint, minimum or
throughput. In the small number of instances where this was not the case, there were a variety
of reasons for this, including technical difficulties.

Almost
Figure
10 all the assessments resulted in a speed estimate being provided.
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Where they
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did not, there were a variety of reasons provided

Reasons for not receiving a speed estimate during the assessment

Proportion of store
assessments given at least
one speed estimate of:
Range/ Midpoint/ Minimum/
Throughput

98%

There were very few instances where speeds were not provided.
The quote below illustrates a technical difficulty and other issues
highlighted were about whether services could be received

The adviser stated they were having
technical problems and were unable to
check the full range of services available
and the speeds.
EE Standard, Store

Vodafone apologised, their website says
my postcode can receive Broadband,
however on investigation they worked out
in the store that I couldn't.
Vodafone Fibre, Store

Q.3.7: Were you able to get any of the broadband speed estimates during the assessment? If no, please explain fully why

Q.3.7:
Were
All excluding
Virginyou
Media:able
298 to get any of the broadband speed estimates during the assessment? If no, please explain fully
why
All excluding Virgin Media: 298
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4.2.2 Provision of estimate in the form of a range without prompting
Three in five (61%) store shoppers were provided with a speed estimate in the form of a range
without prompting, which is the requirement of the Code. This increases to 67% when looking at
provision or either a range or midpoint estimate. This was significantly lower than the total for
Sky (standard) assessments at 75% which had the highest proportion of provision . At the other
end of the scale was EE (fibre) at 51% 7.
In total, nine in ten (89%) were given a speed estimate by the advisor in the form of a range,
either unprompted or when they asked for the information (92% for range or midpoint). Almost
all Sky (standard) assessments resulted in this information being recorded (98%), compared to
76% for Vodafone, both of which were significantly different to the total. Figure 11 illustrates all
findings.
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Figure 11

Percentage of assessments where a speed estimate (range) was given to mystery
shoppers
BASE: ALL STORE SHOPPERS

!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

UNPROMPTED
All

61

Large

89
75

Medium
Small

PROMPTED OR UNPROMPTED
98

62

92

53

83

BT Fibre

No stores/ store visit

No stores/ store visit

BT Standard

No stores/ store visit

No stores/ store visit

EE Fibre
EE Standard
KCOM

51

90

57

92

No stores/ store visit

Sky Fibre

67

Sky Standard
Talk Talk Fibre

No stores/ store visit

91

75

98

No stores/ store visit

No stores/ store visit

Talk Talk Standard

No stores/ store visit

No stores/ store visit

Virgin Media

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

Vodafone
Zen

55

76

No stores/ store visit

No stores/ store visit

Q3.8. Were you given a range of speeds?
Base:

STORE: 298,
LARGE you
(EXCL. VM):
52*, MEDIUM:
98*, SMALL:
EE F: 49**, EE STD.: 53*, SKY F: 45**, SKY STD.: 52*, VODAFONE: 99*
Q3.8.
Were
given
a range
of148,speeds?

STORE EXCL. VIRGIN MEDIA: 298, LARGE (EXCL. VM): 52*, MEDIUM: 98*, SMALL: 148, EE FIBRE: 49**, EE
STD: 53*, SKY FIBRE: 45**, SKY STD: 52*, VODAFONE: 99*
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4.2.3 Provision of information related to impacts on estimated speed
As outlined in more detail in 4.1.2, the 2 nd Principle within the Code of Practice (relating to
paragraph 29b 6) states that the ISP should explain to consumers that the range of access line
speeds provided is only an estimate. This should be provided unprompted i.e. the customer
should not have to ask for this information.
Without prompting, in total, two in five (42%) store assessments where a speed estimate was
provided were told that their actual speed may be lower. This ranged from 30% for Vodafone
to 58% for Sky (standard) and these were significantly different to the total. Other ISPs were
very close to the total, as illustrated in Figure 12.
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Figure 12
Percentage who were told the actual speed may be lower than estimated
BASE: ALL STORE SHOPPERS GIVEN A SPEED ESTIMATE (ANY)
!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

All

42

Large

45

Medium

45

Small

35

BT Fibre

No stores/ store visit

BT Standard

No stores/ store visit

EE Fibre

40

EE Standard
KCOM

40
No stores/ store visit

Sky Fibre

50

Sky Standard

58

Talk Talk Fibre

No stores/ store visit

Talk Talk Standard

No stores/ store visit

Virgin Media

39

Vodafone
Zen

30
No stores/ store visit

3.19 Were you told that your actual speed may be lower than the estimated speed given and may be influenced by a number of factors?
Base:

Q3.19 Were you told that your actual speed may be lower than the estimated speed given and may be influenced
384, LARGE: 144, MEDIUM: 96, SMALL: 144, EE F: 48**, EE STD. 52*, SKY F: 44**, SKY STD.: 52*, VM: 92*, VODAFONE: 96*
bySTORE:
a number
of factors?
STORE: 384, LARGE: 144, MEDIUM: 96, SMALL: 144, EE FIBRE: 48**, EE STD: 52*, SKY FIBRE: 44**, SKY
STD: 52*, VIRGIN MEDIA: 92*, VODAFONE: 96*

As shown in Figure 13 (overleaf), almost half (47%) of store assessments where an estimated
average speed was provided were given information about what could affect the speed of
their broadband connection without prompting. (The Code states that this information
should be given to the customer without prompting). This ranged from 35% EE (standard), 37%
Vodafone to 59% Sky (fibre) and 65% Sky (standard) 7.
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Figure 13

51

Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Percentage of assessors who were told any information about what can affect the speed
of their broadband
BASE: ALL GIVEN A SPEED ESTIMATE (ANY)
!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

Store
All

47

Large

50

Medium

47

Small

41

BT Fibre

No stores/ store visit

BT Standard

No stores/ store visit

EE Fibre

44

EE Standard

35
No stores/ store visit

KCOM
Sky Fibre

59

Sky Standard

65

Talk Talk Fibre

No stores/ store visit

Talk Talk Standard

No stores/ store visit

Virgin Media

42

Vodafone
Zen

37
No stores/ store visit

3.22 Did they provide any information about what can affect the speed of your broadband connection?
Base:
STORE: 384, LARGE: 144, MEDIUM: 96, SMALL: 144, EE F: 48**, EE STD. 52*, SKY F: 44**, SKY STD.: 52*, VM: 92*, VODAFONE: 96*
3.22
Did they provide any information about what can affect the speed of your broadband connection?

STORE: 384, LARGE: 144, MEDIUM: 96*, SMALL: 144, EE FIBRE: 48**, EE STD: 52*, SKY FIBRE: 44**, SKY
STD: 52*, VIRGIN MEDIA: 92*, VODAFONE: 96*

Here are some examples of the types of information that were provided about what could affect
the speed of connection.

“I was told that the speed could be lower depending on how busy the network
was which was dependent on the time of day as well as potential interference
within the home.” (Sky Fibre, Store)
The staff member explained there was a lot of things that can affect the speed
of the connection. How many people are using the network at the same time,
the quality of the phone line, and the capacity of the provider can affect it .
They also explained that some providers slow down some customers
broadband in order to level out the service to all customers but EE do not do
this. (EE Standard, Store)
The staff member mentioned that many factors that can affect the speed such
as distance from the exchange, time of day, website traffic and the quality of
the line. (Vodafone Standard, Store)
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4.3

Web audits

4.3.1 Method
Each ISP included in the mystery shopping exercise was also included in the website audit 9. All
websites were visited once by the same researcher. The researcher looked for specific key
information which was then recorded in a single standardised questionnaire (see Appendix C).
Websites were initially navigated from the viewpoint of a customer looking for information on
broadband speeds and going through the steps of investigating what speed they could receive.
If all the information required on the questionnaire was not located using this approach then a
more interrogative strategy was adopted, using search facilities for key words where appropriate.
The following areas were examined in the audit:
•

Standard and Fibre speed provision

•

Minimum guaranteed speed provision

•

Information on what might impact on speed

•

Information on what might happen if the speed was lower than estimated

•

Information about fair usage/ traffic management

•

General information on speed

•

Information relating to how internet speeds impact on user experience

9 For KCOM’s web audit, two addresses were checked. One was covered by standard ADSL broadband only, the other by ADSL
and FTTP.
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4.3.2 Findings
Where key information was found on the ISP website, screenshots were taken. These were
included in the completed questionnaire to form a report for each ISP. Key information was also
summarised into a single table (Figure 14). Audits for individual ISPs will be published
separately.
NB: This represents information provided on websites at the time of the audit (in November 2016)
and does not take into account any changes made by ISPs to their websites since then. Numbers
in the table below represent the number of ISPs which were found to have the information.
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL
Web
audit results – additional Desk Research

88

Figure 14
Item

Results

Notes

Availability of speed
checker?

Speed checkers were found for the ISPs where a
speed checker would be expected (i.e. all other than
Virgin Media)

Virgin Media did not have a speed checker
but the website did confirm availability.
N.B. For Virgin Media, slightly different
services available depending on postcode
(i.e. ‘up to 200Mb’, ‘Up to 300Mb’)

Location of speed
checker?

1/7 - Homepage
4/7 - First page dedicated to Broadband products
2/7- Page after product/bundle is selected/other click
through

Majority of providers offer services other than
broadband, hence the number of ISPs without a
checker on the home page.
Sky and TalkTalk had a marginally more
complicated process to locate the checker. Sky
had a link from the home page but this would not
necessarily be obvious to a new broadband
customer. TalkTalk was linked via the
broadband page

Mid-point ADSL speed
estimate provided

4/7 provided this

TalkTalk, Sky and Vodafone did not provide
this

Mid-point VDSL speed
estimate provided

3/7 provided this

BT, TalkTalk, Sky, and Vodafone did not
provide this
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Classification: CONFIDENTIAL
Web
audit results

89

Item

Results

Notes

Range of ADSL
estimated speed
provided?

All provided this

Range of VDSL
estimate speed
provided?

6/7 provided this

(KCOM N/A service not available at tested
addresses)

Clear that speeds
given in speed checker
were estimates?

7/7 made some reference to estimates

Zen said ’your line will typically support’
KCOM gave ‘estimate’ around ADSL only as
VDSL not available at tested addresses

Information about what
affects speed of
connection?

7/8– ISPs that provided a speed estimate contained
information on what affected speeds

Virgin Media included information about what
impacted on speed at home.
KCOM did not provide any information about
what might impact on speeds

Other information
available in BB
pages/on website
generally?

Information about what happens if speed below
minimum
All giving information about what impact speed has on
user exp.
Fair usage/ traffic management policies

All other than Zen and Virgin Media (but as a
cable service are not required to)
All other than EE and Vodafone
All had one of these where they were applicable

4.3.3 Speed checker
All the ISPs included in the audit were found to have a working speed checker, apart from Virgin
Media as it is excluded from this requirement, because it is a cable provider. Even so,
investigation identified a facility on the Virgin Media website which checks availa bility of Virgin
Media using a postcode. This did respond with different speeds to different users. This suggests
that different users can get different speeds.
Speed checkers were not commonly found directly on the home ‘landing’ page for any of the
ISPs (KCOM alone had this). For four of the seven, the speed checker was located after one
click – typically on the ‘broadband’ page. For the remainder (apart from Sky) the speed checker
was located after clicking on a link within this. This may have involved selecting a bundle or a
package before clicking through to the speed checker.
The exception to the location of the speed checker on the broadband page was Sky: in this case
there was a link to a speed checker on the main homepage rather than through the br oadband
page.
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Once located, the standard broadband midpoint was provided by BT, EE, KCOM and Zen. The
fibre broadband midpoint was provided by EE, KCOM, and Zen. All the ISPs gave a range for
standard broadband and all of the ISPs, other than KCOM, provided the range for fibre. The
KCOM audit may not have returned a result for this for the following reason: a n FTTP10
connection (rather than FTTC) was available in the area of the address used for the fibre speed
check 9. This type of service is not covered by the current Code, so the absence of a range in
this instance does not indicate non-compliance by KCOM.
All the ISPs made some reference to speeds being estimates – either saying that the speed
indicated was an estimate or in the case of Zen that ‘your line will typically support’. As mentioned
in the paragraph above, because the fibre speed check for KCOM indicated that the FTTP
connection was available there was no wording around the speed quoted for this product being
an estimate, although there was for the standard connection offered.
4.3.4 Information on what affects speed of connection
All the ISPs other than KCOM included some information about what affected the speed of
connection. This included Virgin Media. Some information could be located in the proximity of
the speed checker and, in many cases, more detailed information could be found as a result of
more specific searches of the websites. However, what was provided tended to differ by ISP.
With the exception of Zen, all of the ISPs provided information on their websites about what
happened if the speed of connection fell below a minimum in certain locations. Virgin Media also
did not supply this information, but as a cable service they are not required to.
Information about what impact speed has on user experience was provided by all the ISPs other
than EE and Vodafone.
Information on fair usage/ traffic management was available on the websites of all of the ISPs
included in the audit where such a policy was applicable.

10

FTTP (Fibre to the Premises) is an access network structure in which the optical fibre network runs from the local exchange to
the customer’s house or business premises, rather than being wholly or partly delivered over copper wires. Sometimes also ref erred
to as Fibre to the home (FTTH), or full-fibre
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5. Provision of other information
Some information outlined in the Code is only required to be provided under certain
circumstances and/or in the information provided to customers after the sale. However, it is
helpful to know whether this information is given proactively or spontaneously, even where its
provision is not a condition of compliance with the Code. This section deals with such
information, and it should therefore be noted that low results do not suggest compliance issues.
5.1

Minimum guaranteed speed and throughput speed

The Code requires that consumers are provided with the minimum guaranteed speed if they ask
for this information. During their enquiry shoppers were not required to prompt for this
information. Nonetheless, in half of the telephone assessments (51%), a minimum guaranteed
speed was pro-actively provided, as illustrated in Figure 15 overleaf.
There was a large range between the ISPs with EE (standard) the least likely to give the minimum
guaranteed speed to shoppers (21%) and Vodafone the most likely (79%).
A higher proportion of BT (fibre) assessments recorded a minimum guaranteed speed than the
total (66% vs. 51%), and this contrasts to a lower proportion of BT (standard) (40% vs. 51%).
TalkTalk (standard and fibre) were both above the total (72%, 70%) respectively, EE (fibr e)
(32%), Zen (27%), and KCOM (30%) were below.
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Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Figure 15

Percentage of assessments where a minimum guaranteed speed was given to mystery
shoppers (not prompted)
BASE: ALL TELEPHONE SHOPPERS
!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

51

All

57

Large

46

Medium

42

Small

66

BT Fibre

40

BT Standard

32

EE Fibre

21

EE Standard

30

KCOM
Sky Fibre

48

Sky Standard

50
70

Talk Talk Fibre

72

Talk Talk Standard
Virgin Media

NOT APPLICABLE, CABLE SERVICE

79

Vodafone
Zen

27

Q.3.15 Were you given a minimum guaranteed speed?
Base:
TELEPHONE:
1255, LARGE
(EXCL.
VM): 599,a
MEDIUM:
301, SMALL: guaranteed
355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 208,
EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56,* SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150, ZEN: 75*
Q.3.15
Were
you
given
minimum
speed?

Base: ALL OTHER THAN VIRGIN MEDIA: 1255, LARGE (NO VM): 599, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE:
144, BT STD: 154, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE:
94*, TALK TALK STD: 152, VODAFONE: 150, ZEN: 75*

Examples of definitions of minimum guaranteed speeds provided are below:

“That’s the lowest it will go, so you are always guaranteed at least that” (BT
Standard, Telephone)
“We like to be a bit more realistic, so we guarantee that no matter how much
you are using it, and how many people are connected, it should not drop
below 36. That is what we guarantee” (TalkTalk Fibre, Telephone)
“A guarantee that the speed will not fall below 1.8Mb, otherwise you can
terminate your 18 month initial fixed price contract” (TalkTalk Standard,
Telephone)
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Where a throughput speed is available, the Code requires that it is provided to consumers. In
practice, normally, this information is not available to ISPs but they can give information about
how actual throughput speed may be affected. This information was not specifically prompted
for, and a throughput speed was only provided in a minority of telephone assessments - just over
one in ten (13%), as shown in Figure 16. There were only minor variations between the ISPs 7,
other than for Virgin Media who gave a throughput speed in 28% of assessments.
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Figure 16

Percentage of assessments where a throughput speed was given to mystery shoppers
(not prompted)
BASE: ALL TELEPHONE SHOPPERS
!

some very low bases see bottom of chart for details

13

All

13

Large
Medium

10
15

Small
BT Fibre

10

BT Standard

11
15

EE Fibre
EE Standard

9
18

KCOM

12

Sky Fibre
Sky Standard

10

Talk Talk Fibre

9

Talk Talk Standard

8
28

Virgin Media
Vodafone
Zen

7
19

Q.3.20 Were you given information on the actual speed you were likely to receive under normal circumstances? This is known as the throughput speed.
Base:

TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 208, EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94*, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150, VM: 149, ZEN: 75*
Q.3.20
Were you given information on the actual speed you were likely to receive under normal circumstances? This
is known as the throughput speed.

TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIBRE: 144, BT STD: 208, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE
STD:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152, VODAFONE:
150, VIRGIN MEDIA: 149, ZEN: 75*

5.2

Code of Practice

The 8th principle of the Code is that ISPs should inform customers that they have signed up to it
by referring to it in their post-sale information and publishing this on their website; it is not a
requirement that it should be mentioned during the sales process. During the assessment, it was
recorded whether the advisor mentioned the Code, although shoppers did not directly prompt for
this information.
As illustrated in Figure 17, the Ofcom/ Voluntary Code of Practice was mentioned in 6% of
telephone shops, with a further 2% mentioning both the Ofcom/ Voluntary Code of Practice and
the ISP’s own. Other codes of practice were mentioned by 4%, and 3% were told about the ISP’s
own policy or code but not that of Ofcom.
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Sky (standard and fibre) (and to a lesser extent, KCOM), stand out from the other ISPs in the
proportion of assessments where a code was mentioned. In the case of Sky (standard) and
KCOM the Code of Practice was provided (and no other code) in 15% and 16% of assessments,
for Sky (fibre) this was 21%. An additional 7% of Sky (standard) assessments noted they were
told about both the Ofcom Code of Practice and the ISP’s own, and this was 3% for Sky (fibre)
and 2% for KCOM.
The proportion of assessments for other ISPs where the Ofcom Code of Practice was mentioned,
either in isolation to or in conjunction with any other codes, was lower than for Sky and KCOM,
from around 2% for Zen, TalkTalk (fibre) and BT (standard).
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Figure 17

Telephone assessments where code of practice or policies were mentioned
BASE: ALL SHOPPERS
Ofcom/ Voluntary Code of Practice

Code/policies- but not sure which

ISP's own policies/codes

Both Ofcom & ISP own

6
4
3 2
All
5
4
3 2
Large
8
4
4
Medium
6
3
3 1
Small
3 11
BT Fibre
3 1
BT Standard 1 4
3
4
4
EE Fibre
3
EE Standard 2 1 3
16
KCOM
21
Sky Fibre
15
Sky Standard
7
1
Talk Talk Fibre 1 2
5
2 1
Talk Talk Standard 2
3 111
Virgin Media
3 2
4 1
Vodafone
5
1
Zen 1

0

2

2

4

2
8

8

3
7

20

3
7
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Q.4.1 Were you told about any Codes of Practice or policies regarding broadband speeds at any point? If yes, what was said
Base: Were you told about any Codes of Practice or policies regarding broadband speeds at any point? If yes, what
Q.4.1
TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT F: 144, BT STD: 208, EE F: 74*, EE STD.:105, KCOM: 56*, SKY F: 102, SKY STD: 149, TT F: 94*, TT STD: 152, VODAFONE:150, VM: 149, ZEN: 75*
was said.

TELEPHONE: 1404, LARGE: 748, MEDIUM: 301, SMALL: 355, BT FIIBRE: 144, BT STD: 208, EE FIBRE: 74*, EE
STD: 105, KCOM: 56*, SKY FIBRE: 102, SKY STD: 149, TALK TALK FIBRE: 94*, TALK TALK STD: 152,
VODAFONE: 150, VIRGIN MEDIA: 149, ZEN: 75*
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5.3

Webchat assessments

Webchats were conducted with all ISPs apart from Zen, where the facility was not available
during the fieldwork process. The same procedure was adhered to as for the telephone and store
shops. Webchats are not treated in this report as part of the formal compliance monitoring of the
Code, and individual ISP results are not included, because ISPs ordinarily use webchat as a
complement to their website sales process, rather than a standalone sales channel. This means
that it is possible for advisers to refer customers to alternative sources of information, such as
the website, instead of making all the information available via the same channel (as would be
the case for shops, telephone sales, website). In addition, the possibility of customers being
given information by referring customers to information on the website was not tested by the
mystery shopping; this means that relevant information may have been given without explicit
signposting but as part of a web link, for instance.
5.3.1 Provision of a speed estimate in the form of a range
In total, 87% of webchat assessments resulted in the provision of a speed estimate in the form
of a range, this could have been either without any prompting from the shopper or when asked
about the speed they could expect to receive. This was very similar to the store and telephone
channels at 89% and 92% respectively.
The number of assessments per ISP is limited 7, however there was broad similarity between the
ISPs with the difference limited to approximately +/- 10 percentage points from the total.
5.3.2 Provision of information related to impacts on estimated speed
In just over four in five (83%) of webchat assessments shoppers were told that if after p urchase
their speed was significantly lower than they were told that they should contact the ISP. This was
either spontaneously by the advisor or after some prompting. This result is very similar to the
total for store (82%) and for telephone (89%).
In slightly fewer instances (66%), advisors indicated that if the speed was lower that ultimately it
was possible to leave the contract. However, this was also in line with the other channels
assessed. This ranged from 39% to 76% by individual ISPs.
As with the telephone and store channels it was only in a minority (22%) of instances where
shoppers were given specific information about what could trigger either contacting the ISP or
leaving the contract. The number of assessments per ISP 7 where prompting took place limits the
potential for observations on differences, however, findings are in most cases very broadly in
line with the total.
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6. Detailed research method
6.1

How and when assessments took place

Assessors could not be current customers of any ISP they were conducting an assessment on.
All assessors were provided with briefing notes and crib sheets. Both these documents are
provided in Appendix A-C. In summary, the process was as follows:
1. An initial review was made on the BT broadband availability checker to establish
the capability of their connection (standard or fibre to the cabinet)
2. A visit was made to the relevant ISP website and the speed checker on that
website was used with results recorded in the questionnaire, alongside any
other information that was provided
3. Finally, the assessor made contact with the ISP via a stipulated chan nel (store/
telephone/ webchat) with the scenario “I’d like to switch my broadband and was
wondering what deals you have on at the moment”. The conversation that
followed was continued until the point where the next step in the enquiry would
be the assessor being required to sign up for the service
Assessments took place between 26 th September - 8th December 2016.
6.2

Information collected during the assessment

At each stage, findings were recorded in a single standardised questionnaire. This is provided
in Appendix A-C. Key findings from the main assessment (Stage 3) were collated and analysed,
and are reported in this document.
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6.3

Prompting for information

The general principle with the assessments was that assessors recorded all information relating
to broadband speeds that was provided during their conversation with an advisor. In most cases
the assessor did not specifically ask/prompt the sales advisor for information (i.e. most of the
information was collected without prompting).
However, there were a couple of exceptions to this and the following key information was
prompted for if it had not already been provided during the course of the conversation (i.e. up
until the point where the assessor would be required to sign up for the service). These were:
•

The upper/ lower speed range

•

What actions consumers can take if the broadband speed they receive is lower than they
expect

•

What level of difference in speed might trigger those actions/ responses from the ISP

For these pieces of information ONLY, data is reported as both ‘unprompted’ (i.e. the proportion
of assessments where this information was provided without specifically being asked for) and ‘at
all’ (i.e. the proportion of the assessments where this information was provided either with or
without prompting from the assessor).
The specific prompts that were suggested to assessors for these pieces of information, if a
prompt was required, are as follows:
Information point

Suggested prompt

Whether a range of speeds was provided
(3.8)

‘What’s the top speed I could get?’ AND
‘What’s the slowest it might be?’

*If told what could happen if the speed they
received was lower than expected (4.1, 4.2)

‘What happens if I get this service and the
speed I get is much lower than I am paying
for?’

*What the actual threshold would need to
be for the consumer to be able to take
action regarding the speed they were
receiving compared to that they were told
they could expect

‘What do you mean by lower?’ / ‘What kind of
difference does it have to be?’ / ‘What level
below does the speed need to be?’ /’How
much lower does it need to be?’

*These prompts were made in 50% of assessments in order to provide a measurement on this
area but without unduly raising the profile of the research. This data is provided at a total level
(i.e. all assessments) for ‘unprompted’ and for ‘at all’ for the base of those shoppers who were
instructed to prompt if information had not been given without being asked for.
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6.4

Sample breakdown

The table below shows the unweighted number of assessments conducted for each ISP split by
channel. Where ISPs were not split into ‘fibre’ and ‘standard’ connections there were soft quotas
set in order to achieve a spread of those connection types.
The target number of assessments by ISP and channel was based on their market size which
placed them into a group – Large, Medium or Small/ Other. This method for setting the target
number of assessments mirrored that of previous waves, and is illustrated in Figure 18 below.
However, the exact composition of the ISPs in the 2016 mystery shopping exercise is different
to that of previous waves. There is more discussion on comparability in section 6.5.
Figure 18

Sample
breakdown
– unweighted
Sample
breakdown:
Unweighted proportions

10

proportions

Telephone

Store

Webchat

Total

Group (Large/
Medium/ Small)

BT Fibre

144

-

50

194

Large

BT Standard

154

-

50

204

Large

EE Fibre

74

49

25

148

Small

EE Standard

105

53

50

208

Medium

KCOM*

56

-

20

76

Small

Sky Fibre

102

45

49

196

Medium

Sky Standard

149

52

54

255

Large

Talk Talk Fibre

94

-

50

144

Medium

Talk Talk
Standard

152

-

49

201

Large

Virgin Media

149

96

50

295

Large

Vodafone*

150

99

50

299

Small

Zen*

75

-

0**

75

Small

*Soft quotas were set to ensure a spread of Fibre and Standard products. Splits achieved (at a total level) were: KCom
Fibre: 24, KCom Standard: 52, Vodafone Fibre: 155, Vodafone Standard: 144, Zen Fibre: 36, Zen Standard: 39
*Soft **Zen
quotas
were
setwas
tonot
ensure
spread
of Fibre
webchat
facility
availableaduring
the fieldwork
periodand Standard products. Splits achieved (at a total level) were:

KCOM Fibre: 24, KCOM Standard: 52; Vodafone Fibre: 155, Vodafone Standard: 144; Zen Fibre: 36, Zen Standard:
39
**Zen webchat facility was not available during the fieldwork period

The table overleaf (Figure 19) outlines the weighted number of assessments by ISP and channel.
With one exception (Vodafone) the weighting only corrected imbalances in the number of
assessments back to the original target. This ensured that all providers within each size group
had exactly comparable numbers of assessments. For Vodafone, however, the target (and hence
unweighted) sample size was set for a ‘large’ supplier and its size grouping was determined to
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be ‘small’. Therefore, the weighting for Vodafone was set to reflect the small market size
9
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL
grouping.
Sample breakdown – weighted proportions
•
Mirroring
Figure
19 previous waves of research a target number of assessments based on market size was set up
•

Data was weighted to correct for minor sample imbalances and to ensure that the number of interviews per ISP was equal
according to their ‘group’
•
Not allbreakdown:
ISPs included inweighted
previous research
were in the 2016 programme. 2016 research ISPs included signatories to the
Sample
proportions
residential code at the time the research was carried out. These are not identical to previous waves due to ISPs no longer
being signatories, revised trading names (e.g. Karoo) or mergers
Telephone

Store

Webchat

Total

Group (Large/
Medium/ Small)

BT Fibre

150

-

50

200

Large

BT Standard

150

-

50

200

Large

EE Fibre

75

50

25

150

Small

EE Standard

100

50

50

200

Medium

KCOM

75

-

25

100

Small

Sky Fibre

100

50

50

200

Medium

Sky Standard

150

50

50

250

Large

Talk Talk Fibre

100

-

50

150

Medium

Talk Talk
Standard

150

-

50

200

Large

Virgin Media

150

100

50

300

Large

Vodafone

75

50

25

150

Small

Zen

75

-

0**

75

Small

**Zen webchat facility was not available during the fieldwork period

6.5

Comparability to previous waves

The method of selecting ISPs for inclusion in the mystery shopping programme for the Code of
Practice has remained the same for all three waves of research (2011/12, 2013, 2016). ISPs
who were signatories to the residential Code at the time the research was carried out were
included in the study. Signatories to the Code have changed over time and are therefore not
identical for each wave. In addition, there may have been revised trading names or mergers.
Figure 20 shows the composition of ISPs in each previous wave of research.
Where data was included in the previous report there is a comparison made in this document.
However, when comparing to previous waves it is important to bear in mind that the exact
composition of the ISPs in a ‘group’ or ‘total’ is different. Each wave represents current Code
signatories and therefore changes wave-on-wave may not be due to differences in the behaviour
of the overall market but to differences in the composition of these groups.
Results in this report are provided at a ‘total’ level, i.e. all the assessments and by ISP group,
i.e. small, medium and large (totals for each group) as well as for individual ISPs. The ‘total’ and
size ‘group’ data points are not representative of the market overall, they are a total of the number
of assessments.
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Figure 20
11

ISPs included in research in previous waves

2013

2011/12

BT Fibre

BT Fibre

BT Standard

BT Standard

EE

Karoo

Karoo

O2

O2

Orange

PlusNet Broadband

PlusNet Broadband

Sky Standard

Sky Standard

TalkTalk Standard

Talk Talk Standard

Virgin Media (cable)

Virgin Media (Cable)

Virgin Media (ADSL)

Virgin Media (ADSL)

WightFibre

6.6

Notes on the data

Where data is compared between waves significance testing has been applied. Where there is
an upwards arrow (see below) this indicates a statistically significant upwards movement and
where
it is downwards (see below) a wave-on-wave decrease.
14
Classification: CONFIDENTIAL

Comparisons with previous waves

Shows significant differences from PREVIOUS wave of research at a 95% confidence level

However, when comparing to previous waves please note the following:
•

Data points for previous waves are present where data was included in the previous report

Data has also been tested for 2016 for individual ISPs against the total. Where there are
• Datadifferences
is compared these
for individual
ISPs which
werearrows.
the same ISP as in previous waves, ie BT Standard
significant
are denoted
using
to BT Standard

•

Data is also compared for groups
of ISPs
(determined
by market
size).
However
To compare
the data
to the previous
research
we have
applied it is important to
note that
the significant
composition
of significance
thesetogroups
is number
different
between
the
waves
of
Shows
difference
thetesting.
total
shops
a 95%
confidence
levelHowever the
This is of
marked
onatcharts
using
thisresearch.
notation
basis for their selection into this group according to market size and code membership is the same

•

Where information is compared to previous years the information collected is similar – differences in
the types of information collected is provided on slide 6

Speed estimate provision data typically excludes Virgin Media. This is because, as a cable
provider,
Code
of Practice
doesfornot
them
to provide
a speed
estimate.
exception
Yearthe
on year
differences
therefore
the expect
‘all’, ‘large’,
‘medium’
and ‘small’
groups
should be The
treated
with caution. They may not be due to differences in the market but difference in the composition of
those groups.
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here is throughput speed, which is shown for Virgin Media. Where Virgin Media is excluded this
is indicated on any relevant charts.
Data is shown where a number of assessments (base size) by ISP or ISP and channel is 20 or
more. Where base sizes on any relevant charts are below 50 they are marked as ** and should
be treated as broadly indicative only. Caution should therefore be applied when interpreting
results that are based on this very low number of assessments. Bases below 100 are also
marked*.
Symbols
indicate
relevant channel being reported, as shown here:
Howontocharts
read
the the
charts

Telephone

6.7

Webchat

Store

14

All

Glossary

A glossary of the technical terms used in this report is provided below:
ISP: An
Internet Service Provider (ISP) is a company that provides access to the Internet.
Speed estimate provision data typically EXCLUDES Virgin Media as they are not required to provide this in the Code.
The exception to this is throughput speed which is shown for Virgin Media

Broadband speed: Broadband speed affects how quickly information is passed to and from your
Data is shown where bases are 20 or more. Where **is indicated this means that the data is broadly indicative only.
computer
internet.
Essentially,
if you
a lot
of50music,
playthisonline
games or
Wherethough
*the base the
is below
100. Where
charts include data
whichdownload
is based on fewer
than
assessments
is
!
some
very low
bases see bottom
of chart
for details
watch indicated
videoswith:
online,
a faster
broadband
speed
would
mean a better experience.
Headline or advertised speed: This is the speed that ISPs use to describe the broadband
packages they sell. They are often described as ‘Up to....’ speeds as the package might give you
‘Up to 8Mbs’. These are only a guide to the speeds that could be achieved and at what price.
Estimated line speed (or access line speed): This is an estimate of the likely highest speed
available to a particular house because of the connection between the broadband modem there
and the local telecoms exchange (i.e. based on the distance). This can be checked based on
postcode or telephone number information. This can be given as a range of possible speeds or
as one number.
Range: this is the estimated line speed provided in the form of an upper and lower estimate.
Midpoint: this is the estimated line speed provided in the form of a single number which is the
midpoint or average estimated speed.
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Actual line speed (or actual throughput speed): This is the actual speed that a consumer
experiences at a particular time when they are connected to the internet. This figure is often
dependent on factors such as the ISP’s network, its traffic shaping and management policy, the
number of subscribers sharing the network and the number of people accessing a particular
website at a particular time.
Minimum guaranteed line speed: The lowest speed a consumer will receive during their
contract. This is based on the access line speed achieved by the bottom 10th percentile of similar
customers. If speeds are continually below this level and ISPs cannot resolve the problem,
customers have the right to exit their contract.
ADSL: Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) is a data communications technology that
enables data transmission over copper telephone lines.
Download speed: sometimes called ‘Downlink speed’. This is the speed at which information is
transferred to your computer from the internet.
Traffic management: techniques used by ISPs to handle internet traffic more efficiently, to
prioritise traffic by type, to charge for guaranteed bandwidth or to block or degrade the quality of
certain content.
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Appendix: Field materials

A. Questionnaire
Ofcom - Broadband Speeds Mystery Shopping – 22797

FINAL FIELDED

Section 1 – Visit Details & Assessor details
1.0



Please give your landline phone number that you
used for this assessment

1.1 (1.0a)

Please provide your postcode (in AB12 3CD format)

1.2 (1.4)

Please select who your current home internet provider is
AAISP

Firefly

MacAce

Sky

AOL

Firenet

Madasafish

Surfanytime

Aquiss

Gigaclear

O2 home

Talk Talk

Beaming

Greenbee

EE

Timico

BT

Hyperoptic

Plusnet

Virgin Media

Demon

ID net

Post Office

Vivaciti

Fast

KCOM

SAQ

Zen

(

previously

Other (specify) 

called Orange)

1.3 (1.4a)

Please select who your landline provider is i.e. who you pay for your landline
BT

Plusnet

Sky

Post Office

Talk Talk

EE (Orange)

Virgin Media

Vodafone

KCOM

Zen

Other 

Do not have landline

1.4 (1.5)

Please select which provider you completed this assessment on (must match coversheet)

1.5 (1.6)

1. BT Total Broadband (Standard broadband i.e. ADSL) NOT STORE
2. BT Infinity Broadband (Fibre i.e. VDSL) NOT STORE
3. Sky Broadband (Standard Broadband i.e. ADSL)
4. TalkTalk Simply Broadband (Standard Broadband i.e. ADSL) NOT STORE
5. Virgin Media (cable)
6. Sky Fibre (Fibre i.e. VDSL)
7. EE (Standard Broadband i.e. ADSL)
8. Talk Talk Fibre Broadband (Fibre i.e. VDSL) NOT STORE
9. Zen Internet NOT STORE
10. KCOM NOT STORE
11. EE Fibre Broadband (Fibre i.e. VDSL)
12. Vodafone
Do you have an existing relationship with this company at
Yes

No

all? (e.g. phone or TV)
1.6 (1.7a)

Do you live in a fibre optic/cable area?

Yes – Superfast fibre

Yes – Virgin

broadband available such

Cable

as BT Infinity (BT FTTC),

available

Sky/TalkTalk/EE fibre
broadband
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No

1.8 (1.8a)

Were you given a list of available products
and estimated speeds when you checked

Yes – using my landline

No result found 

your LANDLINE TELEPHONE NUMBER

telephone number (Go to

(Please take and upload screen shot)

on the BT line checker?

1.10)
(Please take and upload
screen shot)

1.9 (1.8b)

Were you given a list of available products

Yes – using my postcode

No result found 

and estimated speeds when you used

(Please take and upload

(Please take and upload screen shot)

your POSTCODE on the BT line checker?
1.10

Were you able to complete the ISP

screen shot)
Yes

No – speed

No –Website

No – website speed
check not completed

website and telephone call/ webchat/

checker not

speed

store visit successfully? If unable to

found for this

checker

complete the ISP website check, please

ISP.

found but not

explain)  (Go to

Telephone/

working.

3.1) (upload screen

webchat/

 (Go to 3.1)

explain why.

store enquiry
completed

(Other

reason

shot)

(upload
screen shot)

only 
(Go to 3.1)
1.11

Were you able to complete all elements of

Yes

No
 PLEASE

the assessment on the same day?

EXPLAIN
WHY
Section 2 – ISP Website Speed Checker
2.1

Date of website assessment (dd/mm/yyyy)

2.2

Time started website assessment

:

2.3

Time finished website assessment

:

2.4

What information did you have to enter into the postcode checker to get the broadband speed information?

2.5

--/--/----

a.

Name

Yes

No

b.

Address

Yes

No

c.

Postcode

Yes

No

d.

Telephone Number

Yes

No

e.

Email address

Yes

No

f.

Existing provider

Yes

No

g.

If bill payer

Yes

No

h.

Something else? Please record.

Yes 

No

Were you given an estimated AVERAGE line speed

Yes - please record

No (Go to 2.7)

in the form of one number (this might be called a mid-

EXACTLY how the

point estimate)?

speed was

Ensure you note the correct speed for your

communicated as a

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all Standard

verbatim comment

Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and Fibre
speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
If the ISP gives you a range of speeds only e.g. ‘Your
estimated speed range is between xx and xx’ then
answer "No" here. Do not average them or work out
the mid-point between the two speeds.
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–

2.6



Please give the speed stated in decimals e.g. if 5.6
megabits (Mb) write 5.6, if 512 kilobits (Kb)per
second write 0.512

2.7

KEY QUESTION: Were you given a range of

No (Go to 2.12)

Yes

speeds?
2.8

please record EXACTLY how the speed was

What was the upper limit stated on the range?
Ensure you note the correct speed for your

communicated as a verbatim comment

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all Standard
Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and Fibre
speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
2.9



Please give the upper speed stated in decimals e.g.
if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second write
0.512

2.10

 please record EXACTLY how the speed was

What was the lower limit stated on the range?
Ensure you note the correct speed for your

communicated as a verbatim comment

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all Standard
Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and Fibre
speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
2.11



Please give the lower speed stated in decimals e.g.
if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second write
0.512
Yes  please record

2.12

Were you given a minimum guaranteed speed?

(2.11a)

Ensure you note the correct speed for your

EXACTLY how the speed

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all Standard

was communicated as a

Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and Fibre

verbatim comment

No (Go to 2.14)

speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
2.13

Please give the minimum speed stated in decimals

(2.11b)

e.g. if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second write



0.512
2.14

Were any other speeds given on the results page of

(2.12)

your postcode check?

2.15

Was any text displayed explaining how accurate the

(2.13a)

speed estimate was? If yes, copy and paste this text

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

as your comment
2.16

Please upload the screenshot of your completed

(2.14)

broadband speed check (Include a screenshot even
if you were not given a speed estimate, but were
given a message saying it was not possible)

2.17

Please indicate the type of product (Standard

(2.15)

Broadband/ ADSL or Fibre (VDSL) or package (if
applicable)

that

the

speed

entered

in

PLEASE WRITE IN 

the

questionnaire was for.
Section 3 – ISP Store Telephone/ Webchat Assessment
3.1

Date of assessment (dd/mm/yyyy)

3.2

Day of week assessment was made
Monday

Tuesday

--/--/----

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

3.3

Time started assessment

:

3.4

Time ended assessment

:
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Sunday

3.5

Please categorise how long the assessment took in

0 – 5 mins

total from when you were able to speak to a member

5:01-10 mins

of staff.

10:01-15 mins
15.01 – 30 mins
More than 30 mins

3.6 (3.7)

3.7 (3.8)

Please select ALL the information you were asked for after you stated you wanted to switch your broadband provider
a.

Your name

Yes

No

b.

Full address including postcode

Yes

No

c.

Address but NO postcode

Yes

No

d.

Postcode ONLY

Yes

No

e.

Name of your current internet provider

Yes

No

f.

Yes

No

g.

Details of your current internet service/package
e.g. download limits
Speed of internet connection you currently get

Yes

No

h.

Current price you pay/spend with provider

Yes

No

i.

What you use the internet for e.g. gaming, TV

Yes

No

j.

Yes

No

k.

Broadband package you are interested in
switching to
Price you would be willing to pay

Yes

No

l.

Price you have seen advertised

Yes

No

m.

Yes

No

n.

Whether you feel your current package is
suitable
The number of people in your household

Yes

No

o.

Number of connected devices

Yes

No

p.

Something else?

Were you able to get any of the broadband speed

Yes 

No

Yes

No  (Go to 3.18)

estimates during the assessment? If No, please
explain fully why.

3.8 (3.11)

(NOTE- Only PROMPT for speed information if

Yes –

Yes – prompted

the advisor is at the point of taking credit card

unprompted 



details or ending the conversation and hasn’t yet
mentioned this)
Were you given a range of speeds?
NOTE - You MUST prompt for this information if it
is not given spontaneously. ONLY prompt for
speed information if the advisor is at the point of
taking credit card details or ending the
conversation and hasn’t yet mentioned this

Your prompt, which should be in your own words,
might be along these lines:
"What’s the top speed I could get? And what’s the
slowest it might be?

If you have already been given the information
without having to prompt, then please code as “Yes
– unprompted". If you were only told this
information after prompting please select "Yes prompted"
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No (Go to 3.13)

If your answer is yes, whether prompted or
unprompted, please comment as to how this came
into the conversation.

3.9 (3.12)

 please record EXACTLY how the speed was

What was the upper limit stated on the range?
Ensure you note the correct speed for your

communicated as a verbatim comment

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all
Standard Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and
Fibre speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
3.10 (3.13)



Please give the upper speed stated in decimals e.g.
if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second write
0.512

3.11 (3.14)

 please record EXACTLY how the speed was

What was the lower limit stated on the range?
Ensure you note the correct speed for your

communicated as a verbatim comment

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all
Standard Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and
Fibre speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.
3.12 (3.15)



Please give the lower speed stated in decimals e.g.
if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second write
0.512

3.13 (3.9)

Were you given an estimated AVERAGE line

Yes –

speed in the form of one number (this might be

unprom

prompted about

pted

the range please

please

record

are given this but only when you prompted about

record

EXACTLY how

what the lower and upper range would be select

EXACT

the speed was

the "Yes - prompted" answer. If the information

LY how

communicated

the

as a verbatim

speed

comment 

called a mid-point estimate)?
If you are given this, please record it here. If you

was given without you having to prompt, then
please code as “Yes – unprompted".

Yes – when

No (Go to 3.15)

was
Ensure you note the correct speed for your

commu

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all

nicated

Standard Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments, and

as a

Fibre speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre) assessments.

verbati
m

Please record EXACTLY how the speed was

comme
nt 

communicated as a verbatim comment

3.14 (3.10)

Please give the average speed stated in decimals
e.g. if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per second
write 0.512
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3.15 (3.15ai)

Were you given a minimum guaranteed speed?

Yes – please record

Ensure you note the correct speed for your

EXACTLY how the speed

assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all

was communicated as a

Standard Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments,

verbatim comment 

No (Go to 3.18)

and Fibre speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre)
assessments.
3.16

Please give the minimum speed stated in

(3.15aii)

decimals e.g. if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per



second write 0.512
3.17 (3.15b)

Were you given a definition of ‘minimum

Yes 

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes – please record

No (Go to 3.22)

guaranteed speed’?
If Yes, please record the definition given as a
verbatim comment.
3.18 (3.16a)

Did the sales advisor offer you information on
their high-speed fibre product/services as an
alternative to the ADSL product/services (e.g.
Superfast Fibre Broadband, Superpowered Fibre
Broadband, BT Infinity, Sky Fibre Unlimited etc.)

PLEASE CODE NO IF YOU WERE SHOPPING
FOR A FIBRE PACKAGE
3.19 (3.17)

Were you told that your actual speed may be
lower than the estimated speed given and may
be influenced by a number of factors?

3.20 (3.17a)

Were you given information on the actual speed
you

were

likely

circumstances?

to
This

receive
is

under

known

normal
as

the

throughput speed.

EXACTLY how the speed
was communicated as a
verbatim comment

Ensure you note the correct speed for your
assessment type i.e. Standard speed for all
Standard Broadband (i.e. ADSL) assessments,
and Fibre speed for all VDSL (i.e. Fibre)
assessments.
3.21 (3.17b)



Please give the throughput speed stated in
decimals e.g. if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits per
second write 0.512

If you were not given specific information and
have already recorded in your comments what
was discussed in question 3.21, then please tick
N/A

3.22 (3.18)

Did they provide any information about what can
affect the speed of your broadband connection?
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Yes 

No (Go to 3.24)

3.23 (3.19)

Please select what they said and provide detail if
necessary:
a.

Distance from telephone exchange

Yes 

No

b.

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

e.

The wiring quality e.g. fibre optic/copper
wire explanation
How busy the network is/the number of
people online at any one time
The network capacity of the broadband
provider
The time of day/day of week

Yes 

No

f.

Quality of the phone line

Yes 

No

g.

Their traffic management policy

Yes 

No

h.

Their fair usage policy and any specific
usage limits
Interference from electrics/devices at home
– e.g. the layout of house, number of
devices using electricity, number of
devices using wireless connections
Other (please specify)

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

c.
d.

i.

j.
3.24 (3.20)

Were you told which days of the week are more likely to be congested?
Yes – weekdays

No

Yes – weekends only

Other 

only

3.25 (3.21)

Were you told any specific times of day the network was most likely to be congested?
Not told

3.26 (3.22)

Mornings

Lunchtimes

Evenings

Other 
No

Were you advised (separately from being given a

Yes – please record

speed estimate), that you live in an area where the

exactly what you were

highest speed (Standard Broadband, i.e. ADSL)

told

service is not available? E.g. that the “up to 20Mb”
service is not available in your area, only the “up to
8Mb” service.
3.27 (3.16)

Yes 

Were you given any other speed information during the

No

visit call that is not recorded elsewhere? If Yes, please
describe what information this was and give the speed
stated in decimals e.g. if 5.6Mb write 5.6, if 512 kilobits
per second write 0.512
Section 4 – Code of Practice
4.1 (4.1a)

Were you told about any Codes of Practice or

Yes – Ofcom and/or the

Yes – but not sure which policies

policies regarding broadband speeds at any

Voluntary Code of

or codes 

Practice 

point? If Yes, what was said?

Yes – ISPs own codes

No

of practice 
Yes – both the ISPs code and the Ofcom code were
mentioned 
4.2 (4.3)

30% PROMPT Were you told that if, after

Yes -

Yes - unprompted

purchase, your speed was significantly lower than

prompted





Write in

the speed you are told that you should contact the

Write in

ISP?
If yes, please write in exactly what you were told

If you have not already been provided this
information and are conducting an "additional
prompt" visit, then prompt only if the visit is
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No

about to come to an end and you have already
asked or been told about estimated speeds.

Your prompt, which should be in your own words
might be: "What happens if I sign up for a
service and the speed I get is much lower than
what it is I am paying for?" or "If I have issues
with the speed being below what you say it is
supposed to be what happens?"

If you are given this information but only after
you prompted select the "Yes - prompted"
answer. If the information was given without you
having to prompt, then please code as “Yes –
unprompted".

4.3 (4.4)

Yes - prompted

Yes -



unprompted

Write in



Were you told that ultimately you can leave the

No

Write in

contract?
If yes, please comment to clarify what you were
told.
If you are given this information but only after
you prompted at 4.2 select the "Yes - prompted"
answer. If the information was given without you
having to prompt, then please code as “Yes –
unprompted".

4.4 (4.4b)
30%

PROMPT

(ONLY

IF

THE

ADVISOR

Yes -

Yes -

prompted

unprompted

MENTIONS THAT YOU CAN CONTACT THEM





IF THERE IS AN ISSUE WITH THE SPEED OR

Write in

Write in n

IF YOU CAN CANCEL THE SERVICE, i.e.
4.2=YES OR 4.3=YES)
Did the advisor tell you what they meant by
“lower”/ “below” (the speed that you had been
told you’d get)? i.e. did they explain what this
means and/ or did they give you any kind of
threshold or percentage which would trigger any
action such as being able to exit the contract?
If yes, please write in exactly what you were told

If you are conducting an "additional prompt"
visit, then prompt only if the advisor mentions
that you can contact them if there is an issue
with the speed or if you can cancel the service if
the speed they have told you is not delivered.
Your prompt, which should be in your own
words, might be:
What do you mean by lower?
What kind of difference does it have to be?
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No 

What level below does the speed need to be?
How much lower does it need to be?

If you are given this information but only after
you prompted select the "Yes - prompted"
answer. If the information was given without you
having to prompt, then please code as “Yes –
unprompted".
Section 5 – follow up
5.1 (4.5)

Were you told that further information will be set

Yes 

No (Go to 5.3)

Yes 

No

out in more detail in the introduction/starter pack
which will be provided following the sale? (e.g.
info on estimated speeds, how speeds may be
affected and what you can do if you experience
problems).
5.2 (4.6)

Were you told how this information would be
made available? e.g. by letter, email and/or
posted in “My Account”.
Section 6 – Overall Impressions

6.1 (5.3)

On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘Not at all Helpful’ and 5 is ‘Completely Helpful, how helpful do you feel the person
you spoke to was about broadband speeds? WRITE IN: WHY IS THAT?
1 – Not at all

2

3

5 – Completely helpful 

4

helpful 
6.2 (5.4)

Do you feel you understand what your speed would be, i.e. how able do you feel you are to make an informed
decision with regard to the speeds you would be likely to receive? WRITE IN: WHY IS THAT?
Yes –

Yes – mostly

No – not

completely

No – not at all

really

Section 7 - Final comments

7.1 (6.4)

Is there anything else you were told about broadband speeds that has not been

Yes 

covered in the above?
7.2 (6.5)

Please write in the name of the package the speeds



discussed were given for?
7.3 (6.6a)

KCOM, Vodafone and ZEN ONLY:
Was the package you collected speeds for fibre or
standard broadband?
1.- Fibre

7.4 (6.6)

2. Standard broadband

STORE ONLY: Was the store you visited in a shop
building or a pop up
2 – stand / stall

1 - Actual shop
7.5 (6.7)

WEBCHAT ONLY: Please copy and paste/ upload
screen grab of webchat
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No

B. Interviewer briefing notes and crib sheet

Researcher Instructions
Introduction:
There are 3 stages to the assessment itself and you must complete all the stages for your assessment i.e.
all stages of the enquiry. The full assessment is:

1. BT Line
check

2. ISP
Website
speed
checker

3. Store/
telephone/
webchat ISP
assessment

Background:
We are assessing some of the information that ISPs give to customers when they are looking at broadband
packages. Speed of broadband can be presented in different ways and it’s very important that you
understand the difference before undertaking the shop as when you are recording the information you
were provided we need to make sure it is being entered correctly.

Broadband speed affects how quickly information is passed to and from your computer though
the internet. A faster broadband speed would mean a better experience, particularly for things
like watching videos online or downloading music.

The diagram on the following page shows the different types of speeds that you might be quoted or
encounter during your assessment.

All information recorded is to be for consumer packages, i.e. not packages you might use if you were
running a business from home. Please ensure you are focussed on your needs as a consumer and not a
business (if this would be applicable to you).
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Maximum speed of
PACKAGE or
headline/
advertised speed
This will be presented in
advertising material or
when you are looking at
different packages online.
This is the maximum speed
that the package ALLOWS
you to receive. It will
typically be quoted as ‘Up
to XMbps’

Minimum
guaranteed line
speed

Estimated line
speed (or access
line speed)
This is an estimate of the
likely highest speed available
to a particular house
because of the connection
between the broadband
modem there and the local
telecoms exchange (e.g.
based on the distance).
This can be checked based
on postcode and/or
telephone number
information.

The lowest speed a
consumer will receive
during their contract. This is
based on the access line
speed achieved by the
bottom 10th percentile of
similar customers.
If speeds are continually
below this level and ISPs
cannot resolve the
problem, customers have
the right to exit their
contract

This SHOULD be given as a
range of possible speeds and
can be complemented by a
single number (which is an
average estimated speed).
An exception is if the range
is 2Mbps or less in which
case a single figure is
permissible. c

Actual throughput
speed
This is the actual
speed that a consumer
experiences at a
particular time when
they are connected to
the internet. This
figure is often
dependent on factors
such as the ISP’s
network, its traffic
shaping and
management policy,
the number of
subscribers sharing
the network and the
number of people
accessing a particular
website at a particular
time.

Important information on how to do the assessment
• Please read the Glossary section to ensure you understand the terminology that may be used
during your assessment both within these briefing notes, during data entry and by the ISP staff.
• You must complete all parts of the assessment on the same day – if you are unable to complete
the store/ telephone/ webchat part on the same day due to the level of business the ISP is dealing
with, please email ESA to let us know so it does not get de-allocated.
• You must complete the website checks (i.e. stages 1 and 2) before you complete the store/
telephone/ webchat stage.
•

If you get asked a question you do not know the answer to, plead ignorance and try to progress
the shop anyway.

•

Please ensure you check which ISP you are completing an assessment with and make sure you
assess the correct one and that this ISP can supply you. Please be aware that BT Infinity (FIBRE)
and BT Total Broadband (Standard Broadband, i.e. ADSL) are different products, as are
Sky/TalkTalk/EE broadband (Standard Broadband i.e. ADSL) and Sky/TalkTalk/EE fibre
broadband (VDSL, IE FIBRE). If you are not sure what to assess please contact ESA as soon as
possible for guidance – please do not guess!

•

Unless you have a BT Infinity or Sky/TalkTalk/EE Fibre (VDSL, IE FIBRE) or Virgin Media
(CABLE) assessment, you are only assessing speeds for standard (i.e. ADSL) broadband
connections (rather than the higher speed fibre/cable packages which are more expensive
packages).
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IMPORTANT – VIRGIN MEDIA OR FIBRE (IE BT INFINITY AND SKY/TALK TALK/EE/ KCOM,
VODAFONE OR ZEN FIBRE) ASSESSMENTS ONLY
If you have picked up a Virgin Media (CABLE) or BT Infinity or Sky/Talk Talk/EE/ Vodafone/ Zen/
KCOM Fibre assessment you MUST be able to receive these services in order to complete this.
These are cabled, fibre or ‘superfast’ services and are not available in all parts of the country.

There are ways to check if you have these services available.

Please visit the below websites check if you are able to receive Virgin Cable and/or BT Infinity
and/or Sky/Talk Talk/EE Fibre (VDSL) in your area.
www.uswitch.com/broadband/packages/
www.samknows.com/broadband/broadband_checker
www.broadbandchoices.co.uk

We suggest checking more than one website as we have experienced that some may not show a full
list of providers
For Sam Knows…
BT Infinity (i.e. Fibre) will appear as “BT FTTC”.
If the website suggests you cannot receive these services from your phone number, please check using your
postcode.

Using Sam Knows If BT FTTC does not appear and you have checked using your phone number
and postcode this would suggest you cannot do a BT Infinity, or Fibre (VDSL) shop for Sky/
TalkTalk/ Vodafone/ KCOM/ Zen or EE Fibre

If Virgin Media does not appear after these checks and this is what you have selected then you MUST
de-allocate your assessment

If after these checks it does not look like you can receive Fibre speeds or that the ISP is not in
your area then you must de-allocate your assessment and only take standard broadband (ADSL)
or cable (if this is available to you)..
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STAGE 1 - BT Line check

1. BT Line
check

2. ISP
Website
speed
checker

3. Store/
telephone/
webchat ISP
assessment

•

Please visit https://www.dslchecker.bt.com/pls/adsl/adslchecker.welcome

•

Enter your landline telephone number and click Search

•

If your telephone number exists on the BT database, a list of results will be shown

•

If your telephone number does not exist on the BT database and you do not get any
results, we would like you to enter your postcode instead and click Search

•

Take screen shots of the image (like that below) ensuring the avai lability status is clearly
visible in the image

WHAT IF NO AVAILABLE PRODUCTS ARE GIVEN BY THE CHECKER?
If your telephone number/postcode is not on the BT database, you will not be given a list of BT
products available in your area. You may still be able to get a speed estimate from another ISP;
however, it is useful to know that your number/postcode is not on the BT database for later analysis.
So please continue to the next step
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STAGE 2 - Website check - ISP

1. BT Line
check

2. ISP
Website
speed
checker

3. Store/
telephone/
webchat ISP
assessment

The second stage is to visit the website of the ISP that is specified on your coversheet and
use their broadband speed check facility to see what you are told about available speed for
your address.
Do not use a price comparison site for this phase – you must use the ISP website

1. Go to the website address provided on your coversheet. This should take you to the broadband
speed checker for that ISP.
2. If you have any problems with this, please contact ESA. Assessments entered stating you could
not complete this stage because you could not find the website will not be accepted.
3. If the link doesn’t take you to the speed checker (NB this may not be the name of it for each ISP)
however it will be called something like this. You may need to look around for it in the broadband
pages. It will look a bit like this:

Please be aware that you may have to select a
package or type of broadband (I.e. fibre or standard)
and view the package details before being able to
check speed availability. If it is necessary to select a
package, ensure it is the product relevant to the
assessment you are carrying out, i.e. a standard (ADSL)
cable or fibre (VDSL) broadband product.

4

Enter the details required to check your line speed for this ISP. If asked for one of your
landline number and a postcode, you must provide the landline as a preference (speeds are
more accurate by providing this information).

5. What is shown will vary by ISP however there should be at least information about the
speed available and possibly the packages available to you at t hat line.
6. You need to note down all the speed information that is given to you AND take a screen shot (more
details within the questionnaire completion section of this briefing doc.).
7. Please record what package and/ or type of broadband you have provided speed information for
in the questionnaire.
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ENSURE YOU RECORD THE DETAILS FOR THE PRODUCT RELEVANT TO THE ASSESSMENT YOU
ARE CARRYING OUT, I.E. STANDARD BROADBAND (IE ADSL) OR FIBRE (VDSL).

FIBRE OPTIC OR STANDARD BROADBAND SPEEDS?
If you are completing a STANDARD BROADBAND (IE ADSL) assessment (see your summary
notes) then you must gather speeds for these packages. These may be called standard
broadband. If you are ONLY shown fibre optic speeds, then you must alert ESA.

•

IMPORTANT: You need to take a screen shot of this page & upload this to your survey.
Unclear images will not be accepted so please ensure you collect a good quality image.

What if the results of the speed check show you are not able to receive the ISP’s
service?
If the results show you cannot get their service, please email ESA to let us know and we will deallocate and replace with another ISP if we can. This may occur for Virgin Media or BT Infinity
assessments and other Fibre (i.e. VDSL) assessments in particular but
some other ISPs which may be location
dependent.

When you are looking for information you may sometimes need to ‘hover’ over underlined words, click on
‘i’ (information) symbols, or look for information referenced with asterisks (*).
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STAGE 3 - Telephone/ Store/ Webchat assessment

1. BT Line
check

2. ISP
Website
speed
checker

3. Store/
telephone/
webchat ISP
assessment

The third part of the assessment is to visit the ISP and gather information about the broadband speeds
you would achieve at home.
There are 3 different ways in which we might be assessing an ISP - Via telephone, store visits, or
webchats. Please make sure you contact the ISP in the way that you have been instructed to for each
assessment you undertake.
It is vital that you use the telephone number that we provide, the URL to find the webchat and the actual
store location (depending on your scenario). This is because we want to make sure that we are consistent,
and also that, in the case of store visits that we have a good coverage across the country.

Contact ISP
(by method
allocated)

Enquire about
switching
broadband

Record speed
information

Prompt for
key
information if
not provided

End contact

You must use your own details and MUST have a landline phone number to provide if asked.

What you need to do:
1. You may make your telephone call/ webchat/ store visit at any time during typical
opening hours but must be the same day and after the earlier stages of this
assessment. Please use the contact details/ address we have provided to you.
2. IMPORTANT: You must contact ESA if you cannot visit on the same day as your website
If a webchat is not available, please try at a slightly later time, however if the issue continues
please contact ESA.
3. When you speak to a member of staff or encounter an automated system you should pose as a
potential new customer and say something like “I’d like to switch m y broadband and was
wondering what deals you have at the moment? ”
Please do re-word this as you see fit – do whatever feels natural to make an enquiry
that will prompt a discussion about what happens if you get their broadband service.

DO NOT start the conversation by enquiring about broadband speeds, because we want
to find out if this is given to you unprompted.
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If you are completing an ADSL/ standard broadband assessment: What if the member of
staff tries to upsell me to a cable/fibre optic service?

If you are completing an ADSL/Standard broadband assessment i.e. not Virgin (CABLE), BT
Infinity or Sky/Talk Talk/EE Fibre (VDSL) and get recommended their super -fast service then
decline this and say you only want a standard speed or do not need a very fast speed (say you
can’t afford it or just want to carry out activities like accessing the internet, rather than anything
more). This may happen, for example, if you are calling BT Total Broadband and could receive
BT Infinity – decline the Infinity product if suggested.

ADSL/ Standard broadband will be recommended if you are looking for the cheapest possible
connection and if you do not wish to use your broadband for downloads/ streaming. So when
you are being recommended a package please remember these points in order that it is
reasonable for a standard broadband (i.e. ADSL) package to be recommended to you.

4. Be prepared to give any of the following information if asked (you must use your real contact
details):
•

Name

•

Postcode

•

Address or House Number

•

Landline Phone Number

•

Current internet provider

•

Deal/package you receive and what you pay for it

•

What you use internet for e.g. normal surfing, TV viewing (e.g. BBC iPlayer), Voice calls (e.g.
Skype), Films (e.g. Netflix, Amazon Instant Video)

•

Speed of internet you currently pay for and/or receive

5. Continue the conversation answering any questions the advisor may have until you have
reached the point where you have a package that is recommended to you and that the advisor is
trying to sell you. The natural conclusion is likely to be when you are asked for payment details.
If at the point where this takes place you have not been given key information about what your
estimated broadband speed you will be required to prompt for this information.

6. THIS POINT IS ONLY REQUIRED IF YOUR SUMMARY NOTES STATE THAT YOU HAVE AN
‘ADDITIONAL PROMT’ SCENARIO. If at this point in the conversation you have not been told
what you can do if your broadband does not reach the speeds quoted you must gather this
information.
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Important points to remember

•

If the member of staff starts talking about a bundle to switch your phone line as well you can state
you are only interested in broadband at this stage. However, if you have to do both in order to
get broadband then agree to this (you aren’t actually switching but in order to get the speed
information we want you may have to go along with this). Avoid TV if at all possible as this make
the information more complicated and that time that the shop will take will be increased
considerably.

•

Answer the questions they ask – do not refuse or decline to answer anything.

•

Try not to focus on the speeds only, and act interested in other factors such as cost, to
keep the conversation as natural as possible.

•

On your summary notes a grid of key information you need to make note of if you are given it
during the assessment and whether you had to prompt for this or not. The key information you
need to make a note of is:

o

If speeds were given to you with or without prompting?

o

Any estimated line speeds provided
Average or midpoint
Upper and lower limits, if a range was given

o

Any other information about line speeds given? i.e. minimum speeds or throughput

speeds
o

Were you told what you may do if the speed you get is lower than estimated? And if

this is the case how much lower would it need to be.
•

Remember that you have to collect standard broadband (i.e. ADSL) information if this is what
you were allocated and Fibre if this is what you were allocated. So it’s important that you bear
this in mind during the shop. See point 3 above which explains what an advisor might be looking
for to recommend a particular package to you.
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PROMPTING FOR SPEED INFORMATION DURING THE CONVERSATION
The aim is to gather broadband speed information. If you have reached the end of the conversation and the next
step would be to purchase but you have NOT gathered any speeds from the member of staff, you should prompt
at this stage only and this should be recorded.

REMEMBER if you need to prompt for any information, this MUST be at the end of the conversation. We
want to find out if the estimated line speed was given to you voluntarily, so please only prompt to get this if
the conversation is coming to a natural conclusion and this information has not been given. A natural
conclusion is most likely to be where you are asked for payment details. You should attempt to pursue a
conversation up to the point that payment details are requested if possible.

ADVICE RE: PROMPTING
How to prompt for key information points
Q No

Question

How to prompt

Do I need to prompt?

3.8

Were you given a range of
speeds?

What’s the top speed I could get? And
what’s the slowest it might be?
OR
What’s the slowest it might be? And
what’s the top speed I could get?

YES – IN ALL
SHOPS

4.2/4.3

Were you told that if, after
purchase, your speed was
significantly lower than the speed
you are told that you should
contact the ISP first?

-

4.4

Did the advisor tell you what they
meant by “lower”/ “below” (the
speed that you had been told
you’d get)? i.e. did they explain
what this means and/ or did they
give you any kind of threshold or
percentage which would trigger
any action such as being able to
exit the contract?

YES – IF YOU
ARE
TOLD TO DO SO
ON YOUR
SUMMARY
NOTES
YES – IF YOU
ARE
TOLD TO DO SO
ON YOUR
SUMMARY
NOTES

What happens if I sign up for a
service and the speed I get is
much lower than what it is I am
paying for?
If I have issues with the speed
being below what you say it is
supposed
to beIFwhat
happens?
ONLY
PROMPT
THE
ADVISOR
SAYS THAT YOU CAN EITHER
CONTACT THEM IF YOUR
SPEED IS LOWER/ BELOW
THAN YOU WERE TOLD OR
THAT YOU CAN CANCEL IF IT
IS LOWER/ BELOW
What do you mean by lower?
What kind of difference does it have
to be?
What level below does the speed
need to be?
How much lower does it need to be?

NB: All these prompts are SUGGESTIONS. Please use your own language and tweak so you feel
comfortable with them. Getting the overall meaning across is the important thing not the exact phrasing.

You may need to keep the conversation moving with the advisor. So if they are not directing you and there
are silences/ pauses please ask them questions or lead them in the direction towards a sale. For example:
Okay, that sounds interesting, what kind of thing would I need to do to sign up’ or ‘what do I need to do
next’. Ask them questions about the package.
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Ending the conversation

•

To end the conversation, say something like “I’ll need to think about it/discuss with my
partner/have a further look around”. Do not provide payment details.

•

You may decline follow up contact if they suggest it.

•

If you do wish to switch your broadband service in real life and wish to purchase the product, you
MUST NOT do this as part of the assessment.
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Glossary
Please read these terms so that you are familiar with the different types of jargon/ technical terms
that you may encounter during your assessments.

ISP: An Internet Service Provider (ISP) is a company that provides access to the Internet

BB speed: broadband speed affects how quickly information is passed to and from your computer though
the internet. Essentially, if you download a lot of music, play online games or watch videos online, a faster
broadband speed would mean a better experience.

Headline or advertised speed: This is the speed that ISPs use to describe the BB packages they sell.
They are often described as ‘Up to....’ speeds as they could be a package that could give you ‘Up to
8Mbs’. These are only a guide to the speeds that could be achieved and at what price.

Estimated line speed (or access line speed): This is an estimate of the likely highest speed available
to a particular house because of the connection between the broadband modem there and the local
telecoms exchange (e.g. based on the distance). This can be checked based on postcode or telephone
number information. This can be given as a range of possible speeds or as one number.

Actual line speed (or actual throughput speed): This is the actual speed that a consumer experiences
at a particular time when they are connected to the internet. This figure is often dependent on factors such
as the ISP’s network, its traffic shaping and management policy, the number of subscribers sharing the
network and the number of people accessing a particular website at a particular time.

Minimum guaranteed line speed: The lowest speed a consumer will receive during their contract. This
is based on the access line speed achieved by the bottom 10th percentile of similar customers. If speeds
are continually below this level and ISPs cannot resolve the problem, customers have the right to exit
their contract.

ADSL: Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) is a data communications technology that enables
data transmission over copper telephone lines. For the purposes of this assessment, unless otherwise
stated (Virgin Cable or BT Infinity or Sky/TalkTalk/EE Fibre (VDSL)), you are enquiring about ADSL
broadband or Standard broadband.
Download speed: sometimes called ‘Downlink speed’. This is the speed which information is transferred
to your computer from the internet.
Traffic management: techniques used by ISP’s to handle internet traffic more efficiently, to prioritise
traffic by type, to charge for guaranteed bandwidth or to block or degrade the qualit y of certain content.

CRIB SHEET: - Key Questions to get information for during assessment
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Please don’t take this with you on a store shop! However, you can note things down during this type
of assessment as you may reasonably wish to take information home with you. You can take the crib
sheet with you so that you can jot everything down as soon as possible once you are out of the store.
You will need to record whether information was given when you prompted or was offered by the advisor
without prompting.
If you are being given information on telephone or in store too quickly to understand then please just
ask the advisor to slow down or to repeat themselves. They will be used to people not being ‘techy’
or finding the intricacies easy to grasp.
If you are conducting a webchat please either ask for it to be emailed if this is an option OR copy and
paste or take a screen shot of the chat. This will help you in completing the questionnaire and we would
like the screen shot/ text of chat to be uploaded as well.

Key Info

Prompt required?

Remember: ONLY Prompt at end if not given during the conversation (wait as far into the conversation as
practicably possible, this should be up to the point that payment details are requested)
If estimated AVERAGE line speed given (in format of a

Write in....

single number, sometimes called a mid-point speed)

Yes
Did you need to prompt?
Yes 
No 

If RANGE of speeds given

Yes
Did you need to prompt?
Yes 
No 

If RANGE given - Upper limit speed

Write in....

If RANGE given - Lower limit speed

Write in....

If a minimum guaranteed speed was given, write in what Write in....
that speed was.

No

If actual speed (sometimes called throughput speed) Write in....
you were likely to receive under normal circumstances
was given, write in what that speed was.

No
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Key Info

Prompt required?

Were you told that your actual speed
may be lower than your estimated
speed and may be affected by a number
of factors?

Yes

Any other speeds information? e.g. what
affects speeds
that speed would be lower in reality

Write in....

No

No

k.
l.
m.

Distance from telephone exchange
The wiring quality e.g. fibre optic/copper wire explanation
How busy the network is/the number of people online at any one
time

n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

The network capacity of the broadband provider
The time of day/day of week
Quality of the phone line
Their traffic management policy
Their fair usage policy and any specific usage limits
Interference from electrics/devices at home – e.g. the layout of
house, number of devices using electricity, number of devices

No

using wireless connections
t.

Other (please specify)

What happens if the speed you receive is lower
than the speed you have been told?

Write in....

Yes if you are told to do so on
your summary notes
Did you need to prompt?
Yes 
No

IF YOU ARE TOLD YOU CONTACT THE ISP IF
SPEED IS LOWER OR TOLD YOU CAN EXIT
THE CONTRACT PLEASE PROMPT:

Write in….

Yes if you are told to do so on
your summary notes
Did you need to prompt?
Yes 
No

How much lower or below would the speed have
to be?

Write in….

Please record the name of the package that you
were discussing with the advisor relating to the
speeds that you have provided

REMEMBER if you need to prompt for any information, this MUST be at the end of the
conversation. We want to find out if the estimated line speed was given to you voluntarily,
so please only prompt to get this if the conversation is coming to a natural conclusion
(this should normally be at the point where payment details are requested) and this
information has not been given.
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To recap on all the different types of line speed you might encounter here are those you need to
prompt for if they are not provided…

Maximum speed of
PACKAGE or
headline/
advertised speed
This will be presented in
advertising material or
when you are looking at
different packages online.
This is the maximum speed
that the package ALLOWS
you to receive. It will
typically be quoted as ‘Up
to XMbps’

THIS IS NOT THE
ESTIMATED
SPEED AND SO
PLEASE PROMPT
IF THIS IS ALL
YOU ARE GIVEN

Minimum
guaranteed line
speed

Estimated line
speed (or access
line speed)
This is an estimate of the likely
highest speed available to a
particular house because of the
connection between the
broadband modem there and the
local telecoms exchange (e.g.
based on the distance).
This can be checked based on
postcode and/or telephone
number information.

This SHOULD be given as a
range of possible speeds and
can be complemented by a
single number (which is an
average estimated speed).
An exception is if the range is
2Mbps or less in which case a
single figure is permissible. c

The lowest speed a
consumer will receive
during their contract. This is
based on the access line
speed achieved by the
bottom 10th percentile of
similar customers.
If speeds are continually
below this level and ISPs
cannot resolve the
problem, customers have
the right to exit their
contract

PLEASE PROMPT
FOR THE RANGE IF IT
IS NOT GIVEN TO
YOU

NOTE THESE IF
THEY ARE GIVEN
TO YOU
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Actual throughput
line speed
This is the actual
speed that a consumer
experiences at a
particular time when
they are connected to
the internet. This
figure is often
dependent on factors
such as the ISP’s
network, its traffic
shaping and
management policy,
the number of
subscribers sharing
the network and the
number of people
accessing a particular
website at a particular
time.

C. Audit questionnaire
Website Audit – Broadband Speeds

FINAL

Section 1 – Assessment Details
1.0

Date of website assessment

--/--/----

(dd/mm/yyyy)
1.1

Time

started

website

:

website

:

assessment
1.2

Time

finished

assessment
1.3

How did you find the majority of

Used Search

the information?

1.4

Used

Click

function on

search

through

site

engine

pages

Other 

Select ISP that the audit was completed for
Sky
BT
Virgin Media
Talk Talk
EE
Zen
Vodafone

Section 2 – Audit Information
Broadband Speed Checker Facility
2.0

Yes 

Was there a broadband speed checker facility?

No
(Go to
2.18)
Speak
to
Exec.

2.1

Where was the broadband speed checker found?
Homepage

(please

broadband

service/bundle/option

services/packages

selected

include

URL)

for

(please include URL)

2.4

Other  (please

ISP Homepage

Estimated

mid-point

ADSL

line

After
(please

is

include URL)

include

URL)

speed

Yes

No

provided?
2.5

Range of estimated ADSL speed provided?

Yes

No

2.6

Minimum guaranteed speed provided? ADSL

Yes

No

2.7

Throughput speed provided? ADSL

Yes

No

2.4 (b)

Estimated

Yes

No

Yes

No

mid-point

VDSL

line

speed

provided?
2.5 (b)

Range of estimated VDSL speed provided?
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2.6 (b)

Minimum guaranteed speed provided? VDSL

Yes

No

2.7 (b)

Throughput speed provided? VDSL

Yes

No

2.11

If fibre optic broadband/cable was ‘coming



N/A

soon’ at your address, what information was
provided about this?
2.12

Did the text in/around the line checker indicate that

Yes

No

Yes

No (Go to

the speeds given were an estimate?

2.13

Was there any information about what can affect the

2.15)

speed of your broadband connection within the
broadband speed checking facility?
2.14

Please select what was mentioned:
u.

Distance from telephone exchange

Yes

No

The wiring quality e.g. fibre optic/copper wire
explanation
w. How busy the network is/the number of people
online at any one time
x. The network capacity of the broadband provider

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

y.

The time of day/day of week

Yes

No

z.

Quality of the phone line

Yes

No

aa. Their traffic management policy

Yes

No

bb. Their fair usage policy and any specific limits

Yes

No

cc. Interference from electrics/devices at home –
e.g. the layout of house, number of devices
using electricity, number devices using wireless
connections
dd. Other (please specify)

Yes

No

Yes 

No

2.15

Any other relevant information found?

Yes 

No

2.16

Was there any information about what would happen

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes 

No (Go to

v.

if the speed you received was below the minimum
guaranteed speed?
2.17a

Did the information state that you would need to
contact the ISP if this happened?

2.18a

Did the information state that ultimately you can leave
the contract if the speed continues to be below this
level

2.19a

Did the information state at what level the speed
needed to be below?
General Website Information

2.18

Was there any information about a Fair Usage Policy?

2.20)

Please write in where on the website this is located
(include URL)
2.20

Did the website contain any additional information
explaining line speeds (e.g. ‘up to’ speeds, headline
speeds, throughput speeds? Please write in type of
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Yes 

No

information given and where this is located on the
website
2.21

Did the website contain any information that explained

Yes 

No

Yes 

No

how internet speed affects user experience? e.g.
downloading music, TV, movie, photos etc. Please
write in type of information given and where this is
located on the website
3.1

Did the

website contain information on

traffic

management? Please write in type of information
given and where this is located on the website (include
URL)
Ease of finding information
4.1

How easy was it to find the information on the
website? Was it straightforward or did you have to
look for it? Were there any measures in place to make
you read the information or having it pop up?
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OPEN COMMENT
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